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1. Introduction

As of 2011, many economists are concerned with kidney transplantations. However, it
is not to the author’s knowledge that any of the economists who wrote on the topic
in the past decade suffered or suffer from renal disease, required a live saving kidney
transplant, or do so now. The interest is rather, and indeed, an economic interest.

The reason for that is a new field of economics that seeks to integrate theory and
practice in designing markets. Economists have always had a theoretic interest in mar-
kets but somewhat frowned on the managerial sciences that concerned themselves with
the not-so-scientific making and maintaining of markets and businesses. Fueled by the
expanding field of game theory, however, economists became more and more involved in
the creation process behind such important multi-billion dollar markets such as the one
for radio frequencies.1

Inspired by the newly gained knowledge about practical problems of markets, economists
began to explore other aspects than the equilibrium price. Only a few markets are ac-
tually large and efficient enough to qualify for an analysis with the classical economic
tools. Most markets are governed by their own sets of rules and constraints. One very
important constraint, as Roth (2007) [44] stresses, is repugnancy.

A repugnant market, i.e. a market that a majority (excluding the participants) deems
disgusting or distasteful, is often heavily regulated. There are historic and current exam-
ples of markets with a questionable reputation, such as the markets for political favors
(corruption), affection (prostitution), or cheap labor (slavery). Nevertheless, there is
demand and supply in these markets, no matter how much societies and states try to
regulate or prevent them. While the regulation of the previously named markets might
be unanimously advocated from an ethical standpoint, the prohibition of certain other
repugnant markets generates massive negative externalities for the participants, such as
death.

One such repugnant market is the market for organ transplants. Patients that need a
new organ mostly face the problem that there is only one solution for a prolongation of
their own lives, namely that somebody else dies and leaves an organ for them. End-stage
renal disease is such an illness that requires transplantation. For a while, patients can
bridge the time until a transplant arrives with dialysis. The mechanical cleansing of the
blood, however, can only last for so long. Veins get thicker and retract into the body
the more often they are used to be attached to the dialysis machines. Patients can, in
fact, run out of access points for dialysis.

The kidney market has compared to all other markets for internal organs another
feature. Namely, that it is not necessary to die to donate. Each healthy human being

1Cf. Milgrom (2004) [30]
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can easily survive on one kidney and could donate one of the two he or she possesses.
However, eliciting extra donations by paying for them is regarded repugnant in Western
civilization.2 Hence, many patients suffer and die from the repugnancy-inspired rules
and regulations imposed on this market.

Economists have argued in two directions. The classic idea, the introduction of money
to the market, was recently brought forward again by Becker and Elias (2007) [6]. How-
ever, a new proposal has been developed. The field of market design, which will be
briefly introduced later, currently explores options to raise the efficiency of organ al-
location while accepting the repugnant character of monetary exchanges. One way is
the promotion of Kidney Paired Donation (KPD) in which two pairs of incompatible
patient-donor dyads donate crosswise. Economists calculated the most efficient way to
conduct such exchanges and helped founding the New England Program for Kidney Ex-
change (NEPKE).

Another opportunity are Nonsimultaneous Extended Altruistic Donor (NEAD) chains.
These chains rely on ”good samaritans”: individuals who decide to donate a kidney
without an intended recipient. A so gained transplant is offered to an incompatible
patient-donor pair. Their now unused kidney is then offered to the next pair and so on.
A second and conflicting view proposes the Domino Paired Donation (DPD) mechanism
which advocates that the last donor in such a chain should not wait for the next pair to
arrive but give to the kidney queue instead to keep donations simultaneous. These two
mechanisms will be of central interest in this work.

The economic idea behind this thesis is to show how NEAD and DPD chains can in-
crease allocation efficiency of altruistic donations while accepting the externally imposed
rules of the market. Queue theory will be used to analyze the dynamic and evolving as-
pects of the transplant waiting list for the case of Germany. The model will be extended
by diverse options to show how closer approximations of reality minimize or increase
effects. Both mechanisms will be compared in four different settings to explore which
instrument is better suited to ease the pressure on the market for transplants.

2One current example for a state that allows the purchasing and selling of organs is Iran. Cf. Ghods
and Savaj (2006) [20].
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2. Hypothesis

The question that is analyzed in this work is whether NEAD or DPD offers the more
efficient approach in allocating altruistic donors. This question has recently been dis-
cussed vividly. NEAD proponents having the last word so far with an article by Ashlagi
et al. (2011) [3] published in Transplantation. While both sides of the current debate are
backed by sophisticated simulations and their results, the discussion has solely focussed
on the United States so far. In Germany, no large scale approaches have been attempted
to recreate the success economists have had by redesigning some of the tools in the mar-
ket for kidney transplantations. Moreover, there have been no analyses regarding the
potential of the chain allocation mechanisms on full scale, not yet developed markets
such as the German one. However, the purpose of this work is not to promote chain
mechanisms for Germany but to show how the proposed policies work in markets they
were not intended for and assess the quality of their performance.

This work will differ in its setup from the work mainly done by Roth, Sönmez, and
Ünver (2005a, 2005b, 2007) [52, 50, 51] in allowing different preferences over compatible
organs. Roth et al. had adopted the notion that patients were indifferent between com-
patible organs, which is in accordance with the American literature on renal transplants.
The European view differs and argues that patients distinguish between compatible or-
gans by different classifications of quality. Therefore a simulation concerned with a Eu-
ropean allocation system needs to incorporate this non-binary preference system. This
leads to the first assumption, namely that Roth et al.’s results do carry over, regardless
of the preference structure.

The simulation itself is divided into two complexity settings. The different complexity
settings are modeled to give an impression of the basic effects both allocation policies
have in the low complexity setup and to analyze effects on the actual current waitlist
situation in Germany, simulated by a high complexity approach. Additionally, two dif-
ferent time based perspectives are used for further analysis. First, a short term view
is employed to analyze the immediate effects of the introduction of chain mechanisms
in comparison with the regular waiting list. In a second setup, long term effects after
implementation will be of interest.

The argument in the literature between Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3] and Gentry et al.
(2009) [19] has been whether DPD or NEAD mechanisms have an edge in increasing
allocation efficiency. The DPD allocation argues a rather pessimistic viewpoint, namely
that bridge donors are likely to withdraw their consent. Hence, it would be wise to make
use of their organs while they are still willing to donate. This gains an additional and
safe donation at the cost of letting the chain end. NEAD on the other hand argues very
optimistically that each chain is potentially infinite and should be used to benefit the
waitlist. Regarding the vast numbers of transplants that could result from a continu-
ous chain, NEAD accepts the risk of reneging. Both ideas have the theoretical ability
to increase allocation efficiency on the kidney market. The present work will analyze
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whether NEAD is actually the more effective mechanism in doing that.

Another aspect the simulation is designed to analyze is the sensitivity of NEAD and
DPD mechanisms to changes in the setting. This is done in order to show how robust
these policies’ performance is in large scale applications. In the recent discussion, NEAD
is said to suffer heavily from increasing the Bridge Donor Reneging (BDR) rate, which
measures how many Bridge Donors (BDs) choose to revoke their consent to donate a
kidney and thus bring a chain to an end. A detailed explanation will follow in later
sections. However, a central aspect of this paper is to show that NEAD is not per se
sensitive towards BDR, leading to the overall hypothesis:

Hypothesis

Non-simultaneous extended altruistic donor chains hold an advantage over
domino paired donation policies in an integrated simulation of the German
kidney waiting list when compared regarding average queue length, waiting
time, and number of transplants, and maintain that advantage when addi-
tional restrictions are imposed to which non-simultaneous extended altruistic
donor chains react less sensitive than comparable domino paired donation
policies.

This hypothesis demands different capabilities of a fitting simulation. First, the cur-
rent waiting list has to be constructed with valid data and both NEAD and DPD mech-
anisms have to be modeled. Then, two setups - one for immediate and one for long term
effects - must be implemented. Finally, several options must be employed to enable a
stepwise approximation of the complexities encountered in reality.

Before results can be reported and interpreted, foundations have to be laid and the
paper proceeds as follows: Next, an overview of the development of market design eco-
nomics and the literature on kidney exchange will be given. Following is background
information on the medical and legal situation, as well as the Eurotransplant organiza-
tion and waiting list. Then, the basic theories the simulation was build on will be briefly
explained. The subsequent section will be concerned with the data that was used to
construct the simulation. Finally, the last three sections will cover a description of the
simulation itself, the reporting of the results, and the conclusion to summarize the main
points of this work.
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3. Literature Review

3.1. A brief history of Market Design

In hindsight, Market Design probably began when Gale and Shapley [16] published a
paper in 1962 on allocation problems. The model they use describes the college admis-
sions market and the marriage market which is more commonly used in Market Design.
In the marriage market situation, there are men and women who wish to marry a suit-
able mate of the opposite sex and whose preferences are complete and transitive. Gale
and Shapley’s deferred acceptance algorithm provides a solution that is both stable and
makes truth-telling the dominant strategy for one side of the market.

Stability refers to the situation when there is no blocking pair to a market outcome,
i.e. at least one man and woman who are not matched to each other but would like to
be. Stability is a powerful property and necessary for markets. Unstable markets have
been empirically observed to unravel quickly.3 The dominance property comes very in-
tuitively once the algorithm is understood.

The deferred acceptance algorithm makes one side of the market the proposing side
and the other the accepting side. In the first round, the proponents - let us say the
men - walk up to their most desired woman and ask for her hand in marriage. Now,
each woman has a list of proponents ranging from 0 to n, where n is the number of men
available. Each woman ranks the men on her list according to her preferences for men.
The most preferred men is kept and all others’ proposals are rejected. In all subsequent
rounds, the men who are not matched propose to the next highest woman on their pref-
erence lists. The women in turn reject all but the most desired of the proposing men
until all proposals have been made. Since the men were the proposing side they have
reached their best possible, stable match. Quick, intuitive proof:4 If not, there were a
man (let us call him Dave) and a woman (Sarah) who assumingly like each other bet-
ter than their current matches. That would, however, imply that Dave had previously
proposed to Sarah, since she was higher on his preference sheet than his current match.
In that case, Sarah had either rejected him because of someone else (maybe Larry) who
she liked better or because he was not acceptable at all, the latter presenting a contra-
diction to the assumption right away. In the former case, she is either still matched to
Larry in whose favor she rejected Dave from the assumption or to someone else. The
first situation would again complete the proof right away. Another man being her hus-
band currently would indicate that she prefers this man to Larry but since Larry was
more preferred than Dave, she also prefers her husband to Dave by transitivity. A nice
property of this result is that truth-telling is the dominant strategy when a deferred

3Cf. Roth (1991) [42]
4The theoretic background, as well as technical proofs and the exact mathematical properties of the
sets and spaces used will not be explained here. An understanding of the basics of market design is
useful to understand the purpose and workings of this paper but not essential. Cf. Gale and Shapley
(1974) [16] or Roth and Sotomayor (1990) [47]
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acceptance algorithm is used.5

Roth and Sotomayor (1990) [47] developed the idea further from a one-to-one matching
in the marriage market to many-to-one matchings as in the market for college admis-
sions. Students may apply to several colleges but only attend one while colleges can
admit more than one student. Roth and Sotomayor show that the results from the mar-
riage market hold for the more general case with some exceptions and adjustments. More
research followed and additional markets were explored with market design techniques.
Policy makers got aware of that and started talking to economists. That led to the
involvement of economists in restructuring malfunctioning markets. For example, Roth
helped redesign the United States National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) and
the school admission markets in New York and Boston.6 The NRMP fills over 20,000
position for new physicians at hospitals across the U.S. each year. The problem of that
particular market had been that with the increasing number of women in med schools
the number of couples who entered the match rose. Couples regularly try to get jobs
close to each other and the inability of the old algorithm to deal with that led to people
trying to change the result of the match. Roth and Peranson (1999) [46] proposed and
implemented a new algorithm that stabilized the market. One lesson economists learned
from their involvement in actual markets was that a market’s efficiency is based on three
key elements.

Thickness, low congestion, and safety are necessary to keep a market stable.7 Thick-
ness refers to the number of buyers and sellers that are in a market at the time trades
are allowed. If there are fluctuations in the numbers of available agents, markets tend to
unravel. In the market for law clerks, for example, judges ask law students to work for
them as interns.8 Even though there were agreements on schedules for the procedure,
offers were made at an exploding rate earlier each year. Students who were not able to
respond quickly enough saw offers being taken back from the table within minutes. A
coordinative problem between the two sides of the market is usually the cause for this
process of unraveling that has been witnessed in many markets. This problem is mostly
solved by introducing clearinghouses.

A clearinghouse receives preference lists from both sides of the market and makes
matches at specific dates only. If the clearinghouse can be given the authority over a
market, the thickness of the market can be controlled easily by setting more or less
matching dates. Hence, unraveling is halted and the market is back on track. The
same applies if a market is too thick, i.e. congested. A clearinghouse brings a form

5There are some limitations, though, and results do not carry easily over to a many-to-one or many-
to-many matching. Cf. Roth and Sotomayor (1990) [47], Ch. 5

6For the NRMP see Roth and Peranson (1999) [46] and for the admissions markets: Abdulkadiroğlu et
al. (2005a, 2005b) [1, 2]

7Summarized in Roth (2008) [45] and recently updated: http://kuznets.fas.harvard.edu/ aroth/papers/
What have we learned update.Sept.2010.pdf

8Cf. Avery et al. (2007) [5]
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of structure that both market sides can easily use to orient themselves. And finally,
safety is given since both sides are bound to the clearinghouse and ensuing matches are
final. Mostly, participants who do not trust the other side to stick to its promises will at-
tempt to negotiate back up plans. If trust into the clearinghouse can be established and a
suitable allocation algorithm is used, truthfulness is the best strategy for all participants.

All the above effects obviously depend on the design of the clearinghouse which is
one of the central tasks of market designers. Market design intersects with mechanism
design, experimental economics, and game theory as Roth states.9 Essentially, these
three disciplines enable the market designer to understand and implement mechanisms
that make a clearinghouse for a specific market safe, i.e. make algorithms strategy proof.
Where truthfulness is the dominant strategy for all players, trust is established in the
mechanism of the market. Moreover, the economic engineer has to bear in mind that
people react to incentives. So, it might also be important to design rules for the market
to get participants to accept and use the clearinghouse. In many examples, the market
designer’s first and hardest task is to convince policy makers to surrender some of their
power to the respective clearinghouse.10 In the early beginnings of the market for resi-
dents, for example, hospitals made offers to students in only their second year of study.
Such preposterous behavior was motivated by the fear to lose the top prospects to other
hospitals. However, nobody could foresee by their second year which students would
become their class’s top graduates. Hospitals contracted students they did not want in
the end and students were forced to make decisions years before they became relevant.
Medical institutions did not feel bound to the agreements not to recruit before certain
dates because they did not trust their competition. This posed a multi-agent prisoner’s
dilemma in which all hospitals were afraid the others could make their move first. Only
the introduction of a clearinghouse and the stepwise agreement of all hospitals to only
make contracts with students matched by the clearinghouse solved the market’s failure.
Concluding, thickness, congestion, safety, incentives, and rules are the keystones to in-
stall a working market.

Market design has evolved in several directions since the redesign of the NRMP algo-
rithm by Roth and Peranson in 1999. On the theoretic frontier, Hatfield and Milgrom
(2005) [25] have promoted important new theoretic insights with their paper on matching
with contracts. While market design had seen one-to-one, many-to-one, and many-to-
many matchings, matching with contracts considerably expanded the understanding of
exchanges. In their mathematical representation of an exchange situation, contracts are
solutions to complex systems of equations. A more thorough and complex modeling of
markets was made possible. Currently, papers are being developed and discussed that
allow for trades with middlemen, side payments, and other aspects that increase the the-
oretic foundations of market design as a discipline.11 This will allow market designers to

9Cf. Roth (2002) [43]
10Good examples can be found in the literature of the redesign of the Boston and New York school

systems. Cf. Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2005a, 2005b) [1, 2]
11E.g. Hatfield and Kominers (2011) [24]
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understand and shape the driving forces of markets. Regarding the engineering aspects
of market design, economists have engaged in reshaping some markets. They face many
obstacles not foreseen by the economic standard literature. One such market is the topic
of this work. The market for kidney transplants, specifically that for kidney exchanges.

3.2. Kidney Exchanges

The idea of kidney exchanges is that two or more of otherwise incompatible patient-
donor pairs donate crosswise. Kidney exchanges are not particularly new as a topic for
scientific papers. Rapaport (1986) [38] was the first to propose a registry for couples
with incompatible donors. Ross et al. (1997) [40] also wrote on the subject of an in-
compatible donor registry. Both papers have the idea in common that organized large
scale exchanges could ease the pressure on the waiting lists. It has been the practice
before and in some cases still is to simply assess that a donor is not suited for an End
Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) patient for various reasons. It is the idea of the registries
to remember such couples and try to match them to other couples who are also mutually
incompatible but match crosswise. Zenios (1998) provided the first statistical approach
by proposing a queue theory model of the kidney waiting list which, however, does not
apply to the present work as will be discussed later. The first economic work on kidney
exchange was done in the eponymous paper by Roth, Sönmez, and Ünver in 2004 [49].

In their paper, Roth et al. acknowledge the situation for ESRD patients and propose
the Top Trading Cycles and Chains (TTCC) mechanism to allow multiple kidney ex-
changes among otherwise incompatible donor-patient couples. Donor-recipient pairs are
denoted by (ki, ti) tuples where ki is the donor of pair i and ti the respective patient.
There are also patients without donors and donors without patients (cadaveric kidneys
or altruistic donors). Each patient has a set of compatible kidneys which is a subset of
the set of all kidneys Ki ⊂ K =

�
k1, k2, ..., km

�
, where m refers to the number of kidneys

in the market. For the TTCC algorithm, each patient ti has a preference relation Pi

over Ki ∪
�
ki, w

�
∀i ∈ (1, ..., n) which is his or her set of feasible kidneys, his or her own

donor’s kidney and the waitlist option w, where n is the number of patients. Because of
different qualities and compatibilities of the kidneys it might be that a patient prefers
the waitlist to a certain renal transplant. Also, in this model patients can decide to give
up their donor’s kidney for someone else in order to jump to the top of the waiting list.
A kidney may then be assigned to at most one patient while the waitlist option w can
be assigned to infinitely many.

The algorithm then works similar to the graph theory model of Shapley and Scarf
(1974) [55]. In their paper, Shapley and Scarf report on the housing market where each
agent is assumed to be endowed with a house. For a trade, each agent points to the
house he likes best and each house points to its owner. An agent may also point to
his own house indicating that he does not wish to trade. In each round, all cycles are
removed where a cycle refers to a situation in which all participants point to a house in

8
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the cycle and each house is pointed at by only one agent in the cycle. The simplest cycle
consists of one house owner pointing at his own house. In the simplest cycle in which a
trade takes place, agent A points to house B, house B to agent B and agent B points to
agent A’s house which points to agent A and completes the cycle. In Roth et al.’s 2004
[49] paper the TTCC mechanism additionally allows for incomplete cycles - or w-chains
- where the first patient receives a kidney from the waitlist and the last donor gives his
organ to the waitlist. While cycles do not intersect, chains do. This implies that an
algorithm has to chose between possible w-chains. Roth et al. name several possibilities
especially the prioritization of blood type O patients whose number of possible donors
is smallest among all patients.

The TTCC algorithm itself proceeds in four steps. First, all kidneys point to their
paired patient and all patients point to their most preferred kidney or the waitlist option.
Then each cycle is removed until there are no more cycles. If patients remain, the high-
est chain chosen by a chain selection rule is removed. If patients remain, the procedure
starts from the beginning until no more patients are left unpaired. The authors show
that the so constructed algorithm with a simple chain selection rule is both efficient and
strategy-proof. Roth et al. continue to evaluate the potential gains through their TTCC
mechanism by simulation. They conclude from the results that significant gains could
be realized. Their work, however, had ignored on the one hand the heated debate on the
ethical feasibility of giving up a kidney for a high waitlist rank and on the other hand
the logistical problems in realizing chains of size three and longer. Their follow-up work
deals with some of the arising problems.

In ”Pairwise Kidney Exchange” (2005a) [50], the same authors presented a model
suited just for pairwise exchanges. Since multipair exchanges are difficult to handle for
transplant centers and hospitals (each transplantation procedure requires two operating
rooms and two surgical teams, a pairwise exchange then already requires four of each),
the practicability had to be taken into account. Moreover, Roth et al. adjusted their
framework so that all patients are said to be indifferent between kidneys of the same
blood type - as long as they are not positively cross matched. This differs heavily from
the notion used for the simulation in the present paper. Opelz (1997, 1998) [36, 35]
and other authors have consistently advocated the European view that antigene com-
patibility was an important factor in determining the quality of a transplant. Roth et
al. instead follow the research of Delmonico (2004) [10], Gjertson and Cecka (2000)
[21] and others who have argued to the contrary. The model Roth et al. develop is
then suited to the situation of 0-1, or binary preferences which is in turn not applica-
ble to the European model. They develop a stochastic model based on graph theory
and the Gallai - Edmonds Decomposition lemma [17, 18, 11]. Their result of a strat-
egy proof and efficient mechanism does, likewise, not carry over to the European market.

In a follow up paper from 2007, Roth et al. abstract from their kidney market model
to a more general approach. However, they again use the notion of indifference be-
tween acceptable matches. As a result of their work on kidney exchanges, the authors
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helped founding NEPKE in collaboration with two physicians. NEPKE is essentially
a database, similar to the one proposed by Rapaport (1986) [38], in which information
about incompatible patient-donor pairs is stored and used to find matches.12 In Europe,
a similar attempt has been started in the Netherlands.13

3.3. Non-Simultaneous Altruistic Donor Chains and Domino Paired
Donation

In 2006, Montgomery et al. [31] reported on a new procedure involving a so called Non
Directed Donor (NDD). An altruistically motivated individual had shown up at Johns
Hopkins Medical Center and offered his kidney for transplantation. Noting that the
frequency of such altruistic acts recently increased in the United States, Montgomery
et. al tried to maximize the effect of the donation. Instead of assigning the organ to
the first patient on the waiting list, the surgeons decided to offer it to an incompatible
patient-donor pair from their kidney exchange program. The wife of a 48 year old pa-
tient donated her kidney in turn to a patient from the kidney queue. The authors called
this procedure a Domino Paired Donation (DPD).

Figure 1: Domino Paired Donation

Notes: Domino Paired Donation Chain with three pairs. AD: Associated Donor.

12Cf. Roth et al. (2005b) [51]
13Cf. de Klerk (2005) [27]
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Also in 2006, Roth et al. [48] reported on a similar occurrence and proposed a mecha-
nism which Rees et al. [39] coined a Nonsimultaneous Extended Altruistic Donor
(NEAD) chain in a 2009 paper. Building on previous papers, Roth et al. developed an
algorithm that uses either patients who are willing to exchange their associated donor’s
kidney for a high waitlist rank or NDDs. In either case, a kidney becomes available that
has no intended recipient. In contrast to the proposal brought forward by Montgomery
et al., Roth and colleagues argue that the last donor in such a chain should wait for a
new possibility instead of donating to the wait list. In that case, when couples A, B, and
C have participated in a chain started by a NDD, couple C’s donor would wait for the
next compatible couple instead of donating to the queue. So, the algorithm which this
present work also uses, consists of finding all possible chains and choosing one of them
according to an arbitrary rule, e.g. length. This is only simple in theory, since multiple
sets and subsets of patients and donors have to be compared regarding said arbitrary
criterium. The description of the mechanism used in this thesis follows in Section 7.
Note that there is no explicit theoretic framework anymore, since this is detached from
the TTCC algorithm which was based on non-binary preferences.

Figure 2: Non-simultaneous Extended Altruistic Donor Chain

Notes: Non-simultaneous Extended Altruistic Donor Chain with three pairs. AD: Associated Donor.

Before chains were introduced, the problem had been KPD’s requirement of simultane-
ity. Pairs only agree to exchange kidneys when it is safe that neither donor suddenly
withdraws his or her consent while the other donor has already undergone surgery. In
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that situation one pair would lose its bargaining chip and suffer a great loss, indeed.
This requirement of simultaneity could be removed in non-simultaneous exchanges, i.e.
NEAD chains. If in such a setting a donor rethinks his or her decisions, the other pair
still has a donor kidney. So, in the worst case the chain would come to an end but no
pair would lose a kidney.

The difference between the two approaches is mainly based in the question whether
or not to allow for non-simultaneous exchanges in which donors have the possibility to
revoke their consent. In subsequent papers, Montgomery’s colleagues in Gentry et al.
(2009) [19] and Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3] have promoted their respective views. Gen-
try’s paper argues that there is no significant difference between the approaches when
constraining the chain length to three simultaneous transplantations. Under this as-
sumption, Gentry et al. show that there is, in fact, a small imbalance in favor of the
DPD approach compared to the NEAD mechanism. In Ashlagi et al.’s 2011 reply, the
counterargument relies on the chain length. In their opinion, chain length is not decisive
but elapsed time between segments. Their rationale is that a segment will continue if
the time is sufficiently short and hence, should be counted as just one segment. For
example, two consecutive chain segments that take place within days should count as
one chain at a length of six. Therefore, chain segments could be well longer than three.
This argument is built on the notion that it is not that common for the last donors of
chain segments - so called bridge donors (BDs) - to renege. Gentry et al. assume that a
donor who is kept waiting will eventually reevaluate his or her situation and change his
or her mind. Ashlagi et al. counter that this will only take place when a lot of time has
passed.

In their response to Gentry et al. (2009), Ashlagi et al. (2011) make use of a dy-
namic simulation over 8 and 24 periods for a rather small scale model. They use data
from the Alliance for Paired Donation (APD) to come as close as possible to the actual
situation this organization faces.14 In their approach, Ashlagi et al. allow for different
chain lengths, bridge donor reneging, patients rejecting an organ for different reasons,
and diverse other medical criteria. Almost all of these considerations can be found in
the setup of the present paper’s simulation as well. However, intra-chain bridge donor
reneging which the authors discuss is neglected in the present work. Intra-chain reneging
refers to a situation when a bridge donor has to wait for a relatively short time interval
(a day) to continue an already matched chain. Since it can justly be argued that such
short time will seldom have an important influence on a grave decision such as the one
to give a kidney, short term reneging is assumed to be zero for simplicity. The more
interesting feature is inter-chain reneging which occurs after a chain is completed. Then,
the bridge donor has not been assigned a match and has to wait to begin a new chain.
The higher the probability for him to rethink his or her decision and renege, the greater

14For the present paper, it has to be noted that a clearinghouse has been established neither for Europe
as a whole nor for Germany and data for NDDs is largely speculative. This approach is used to
analyze potential effects on the whole market rather than on a small subset.
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the benefit of the DPD mechanism, where the final bridge donor donates to the waiting
list right away. This will be of interest to the analysis presented in this work and will
be explained in detail later. The key argument by Ashlagi et al. is that imposing con-
straints on the chain length - as Gentry et al. did - has the most limiting effect on NEAD
mechanisms compared to DPD. Therefore, Ashlagi et al. argue that NEAD is more sen-
sitive to Chain Size Limits (CSLs) than DPD. This will be analyzed in detail in this work.

Another important point of discussion is the assumed blood type distribution of live
donors. Both Gentry et al. and Ashlagi et al. are concerned with exchange programs
which have a large portion of blood type O patients. This is mostly due to the fact that
blood type O is hardest to match since those patients are incompatible to all other blood
types. Therefore, the distribution of live donors is of interest since the impact on the
blood type O heavy waitlists is larger the more O donors are available. For the present
analysis, however, that is of little interest since there are no exchange programs either
for the whole of Europe or for Germany. Hence, there are also no pools of incompatible
patient-donor pairs. The distribution of blood types in transplanted patients will be
analyzed, nevertheless, but not be of central interest.

In this work, the two positions are contrasted with a dynamic approach. The simu-
lation featured in this paper is built on a queueing theory platform to make changes in
the waiting list setup visible. Before the simulation and results can be reported, some
more groundwork has to be laid which will take place in the ensuing sections.
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4. Background

4.1. Medical Background15

Human beings differ from each other not only on a personal level. Some develop life
threatening diseases that require transplantation and others do not. On the genetic
level, our bodies have each a unique setup. When looking for a genetic match in order to
transplant an organ, three major obstacles need to be overcome. First, the ABO blood
type has to match. Then the six humane leucocyte antigenes for A, B, and DR alleles
are compared and finally, a cross match must be negative. The following section will
introduce these three steps of the matching process and explain them as far as necessary
for the purposes of this work.

The human body is equipped with two kidneys which are responsible for cleaning the
blood - until they fail. High blood sugar, high blood pressure, and diabetes are the main
causes for ESRD, which is by far the top reason for patients to join the kidney waiting
list.16 Only after several attempts to safe a patient’s own organs and only after the kid-
neys’ filtration rate has dropped under a certain threshold, a patient is declared to have
entered the end-stage of renal disease. At that point, the consulting physician confers
with his or her patient and potentially submits a patients data to the organ waiting
queue. Since it is very unlikely to find a match right away for most patients, the time
has to be bridged by dialysis. Dialysis refers to the cleansing of the blood with the help
of machines or dialysate. All dialysis methods, however, can lead to complications and
bear some risks for the patients. In most cases, a transplantation will become inevitable
and therefore, patients often enter the waiting list as soon as possible. The ensuing wait-
ing time depends on several characteristics of the patient’s body: blood type, Humane
Leucocyte Antigene (HLA), and the immune system.

Each and every human being has one of the four blood types O, A, B, and AB. These
letters basically refer to the surface structure of the blood cells by which the body rec-
ognizes them. Important from a designer’s perspective is the compatibility matrix. O
patients are labelled the general donating patient because they may donate to anyone
since their blood is compatible with all other blood types. AB patients are on the other
end and referred to as the general receivers, their bodies can cope with all other blood
types. Generally, blood type O is compatible with O, A with A and O, B with B and
O, and AB with A, B, AB, and O. However, in addition to the general compatibility, a
patient might be sensitized to a certain blood type. This happens, for example, when a
patient is a mother whose blood was mixed in the birth process with that of the child.
Her immune system subsequently reacted to the child’s blood. In that case, there are
still t-cells in her blood that remember the structure of the foreign proteins. As soon
as a similar cell enters the sensitized patient’s system, her immune system reacts. An

15The author wishes to thank Drs M. Lindemann and F. Heinemann of the German Society for Im-
munogenetics for the many helpful explanations.

16E.g. Klag et. al (1996) [26]
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organ with that blood type would be rejected by her body. Sensitization can also occur
when a patient had prior transplants or blood infusions that were rejected.

Nevertheless, when blood types match, other factors have to be checked before an
organ is assigned to someone. The humane leucocyte antigene (HLA) is also important
in determining how well a kidney might fit a patient. For transplantation, HLA-A, -B,
and -DR alleles are considered. These alleles are inherited one from each parent. That
implies that for siblings or first degree blood related patient-donor pairs, there is a 25%
chance that all antigenes match, a 50% chance that at least some match and a 25%
chance that none match. The maximal match is then six, when both maternal and pa-
ternal HLA-A, -B, and -DR alleles are the same in both subjects, then five, four, three,
two, one and finally, no match.

HLA alleles have been known to medicine since the 1960s. Since then science has
discovered dozens of new alleles and started to understand them better. B and DR
antigenes belonged to the group of A antigenes before a significant difference was found.
For matching purposes the broad antigenes of the A and B groups as well as the DR
split antigenes are compared between donor and receiving patient. Broad antigenes refer
to more general alleles that in many cases break down to subgroups. For example, the
HLA-B12 allele is a broad antigene that can decompose into B44 or B45 split antigenes
which in turn could be more accurately identified as B4401, B4402, and so on. As said,
only broad antigenes for A and B and split antigenes for DR alleles are considered in
the context of transplantation.

It is disputed between the U.S. and Europe whether HLA matching is important or
not. In the United States the importance of HLA matching has continuously diminished.
Studies found that there was no significant difference between full and no matches within
the first year17. It was also found that for subsequent graft survival rates only the HLA-
DR factor had some level of significance. Hiowever, Eurotransplant is still making use of
the HLA match, relying on other studies that have disputed the irrelevance of HLA for
graft survival.18 Adding to the American view is the evolution of immunosuppressive
drugs. Different chemicals have been developed that allow patients to live with organs
that would otherwise be attacked by their immune systems. The disadvantages of that
are clearly the thereby weakened immune system and related dangers such as heightened
cancer probabilities.19 The suppression of the immune system becomes more and more
prevalent, though, and leads to increasing graft survival rates. Especially the negative
effects of poorly matched HLA alleles can be reduced. HLA matching remains, however,
an important part of the medical assessment in Europe. As a technical note, this lead to
the rejection of binary preferences as a sound assumption for European patient behavior.

17Cf. Gjertson and Cecka (2000) [21] or Cecka (2001) [8]
18E.g. Opelz (1997, 1998) [36, 35]
19E.g. Guba et al. (2004) [23]
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Even after blood type and HLA are a perfect match, an organ could be rejected by the
recipient body if the cross match is positive. The cross match is a procedure that mixes
serum (a blood derivate) from the donor and the recipient. A cross match is positive if
the recipient’s white blood cells react hostile towards the donor’s serum. In that case, a
transplantation is not feasible. The probability that a recipient reacts to a foreign organ
is measured by Panel Reactive Antibodies (PRA) or panel reactive antibody. The higher
the PRA the higher the probability of a positive cross match. The PRA is obtained by
applying the patient’s serum to an industrially manufactured panel that contains most
HLA alleles. The idea is for the panel to mirror the frequency of each allele in the re-
spective population. For the case of Europe, for example, the A2 allele is found in about
50% of the population. A fitting PRA tester should then have 50% of its surface filled
with A2 alleles. A positive reaction towards A2 would then indicate a PRA of 50%. Note
that the PRA percentage is not proportional to the number of alleles a patients reacts
against but to the prevalence of these alleles. Moreover, the problem in manufacturing
such testers is to get the proportion of the alleles right. When asked about it, Dr. F.
Heinemann said that most testers do not accurately mirror the prevalence of alleles and
therefore the PRA is never absolutely accurate.20

Finally, age and overall condition do also play in the medical assessment process. A
patient’s age is first of all, cynical as that may sound, an indication of the remaining time
he or she has left and whether a transplantation makes sense. Moreover, transplants are
also chosen considering how long the graft will survive. Transplanting the kidney of a 70
year old into a 16 year old would be rather infeasible. In addition to the problem of graft
survival rates, an old organ is more prone to fail. Therefore, a quick reentering to the
waiting list of the patient would be foreseeable. Furthermore, there are several illnesses
and situations which demand multiple transplantations for a patient. Very common is,
for example, the combination of kidney and pancreas. Mostly patients suffering from
type 1 diabetes whose pancreas does not produce sufficient amounts of insulin need both
organs. Other criteria can also influence the medical assessment. A malicious cancer
or a history of heavy substance abuse might play into the decision of whom to give a
transplant. The aim for all medical personnel involved in the process is to balance risk
and benefit for each patient.

Concluding, a medical assessment includes several comparisons and matches. ABO
blood types must be compatible. Then, HLA-A, -B, and -DR alleles are compared and
the more of the six alleles match the higher the graft survival chances. Finally, a cross
match is used to verify that a patient’s immune system does not react towards the spe-
cific HLA combination of the respective donor. If all criteria match and the overall
situation of the patient allow for the transplant, it is medically feasible to perform the
procedure.

20Recently, Eurotransplant’s Tissue Typing Committee has switched from using the %-PRA values to
the v-PRA, which is a measure of frequency, as explained in the Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010
[34], p. 28.
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4.2. Kidney Transplants Overview

On May 31st 2011, 7,730 Germans were in need of a new kidney. In the whole Eurotrans-
plant21 area, covering also Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and
Slovenia, a total of 10,412 patient were waiting for a live-saving kidney transplant. How-
ever, only 1,474 kidney transplants had been performed through Eurotransplant (832 for
Germany) from January 1st till May 31st.

Figure 3: The Eurotransplant Kidney Waiting List
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to transplanted kidneys from deceased donors.

The development of the waiting list in comparison to the number of available donors
is illustrated by Figure 3. Despite the recent decline in numbers for the active waiting
list, the number of waiting patients still exceeds the number of available donors by over
5,000 per year. The critical mismatch between donor and patient numbers is the central
problem ESRD patients face. Of 10,533 patients who were still waiting for a kidney at
the end of 2009, 1,755 had been on the waitlist for more than five years. Taking the
beginning of dialysis as basis for the waiting time calculation the number increases to
3,086 patients. According to de Fijter (2010) [14], the median waiting time for a kidney
from a deceased donor is more than four years for all Eurotransplant member countries
combined and significantly higher in Germany (for current data see Table 1).

21Eurotransplant is the international legal authority for maintaining the organ donor wait lists of its
member countries.
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Table 1: Eurotransplant Patient Waiting Times

Waiting time in years based on beginning of dialysis based on time entering waiting list

0 - 1 17.3% (21.8%) 41.9% (46.6%)
2 - 4 45.7% (46%) 38.3% (37%)
> 4 35.2% (28.6%) 19.8% (16.4%)

Notes: Waiting times for 2010. European numbers in brackets. Source: Eurotransplant
Annual Report 2010 [34].

In talking about donation one has to distinguish between live and cadaveric donation.
Live donation has seen an increase by over 40% over the last years and by now 25% of
overall transplanted kidneys allocated by Eurotransplant stem from live donors.22 This
development benefits the patients. Figure 4 shows how live donation affects 1-5 year
survival rates of transplants, which are also called a grafts. Evidently, live donation
leads to a lower probability of reentering the waitlist and hence, a higher quality of live.
Both NEAD and DPD introduce additional live donors into the market by activating
the pool of incompatible donors. Therefore, it will be interesting for the analysis to see
how both quantity and quality of transplants will be affected by chain allocation.

Figure 4: Graft Survival Rates
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2002-2004 transplants, 3 year survival based on 1999-2002 transplants, 5 year survival based on

1997-2000 transplants. Source: http://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/latestData/rptStrat.asp. Accessed on
June 9th, 2011.

22Increase from 901 in 2006 to 1262 in 2010, numbers for the whole Eurotransplant area. Eurotransplant
Annual Report 2010 [34], pp. 60 - 61.
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When simulating donors and interpreting their numbers, it is necessary to develop a
basic understanding as to what motivates or prevents them from making a donation. A
main factor in a (live) donor’s decision to give a kidney is, of course, the mortality rate
for donors. Segev et. al (2010) [54] reported that for the U.S. the probability of dying
during surgery was at 0.031%. Moreover, the authors found that 25 donors died within
90 days of the transplantation. Furthermore, long term survival rates are reported to
be not affected by the procedure. Another fear for many donors is to require a trans-
plant themselves later in life. Sommer et al. (2004) [56] observe that the probability
for previous donors to develop an ESRD is at 0.2 - 0.5%. Additionally, most organ
allocation organizations have adopted regulations that move transplantation-requiring
previous donors on top of the waiting list.23

Another important factor for patients on the waitlist is the time they will have to
wait. As said, the average patient has to expect to wait for many years. However, there
is another negative externality for patients besides fear whether a transplant will reach
them in time. When not equipped with a functioning kidney, the body goes into decay,
irrespective of dialysis. Meier-Kreische et al. (2000) [29] reported that four years of
waiting time decreased survival chances by 72% compared to an immediate transplant.
This clearly stresses that waiting time is an important factor, which is why it will be
used as a performance indicator in the later analysis.

These findings illustrate that the central economic interest in adjusting the market of
kidney allocation is efficiency. NEAD and DPD allocation have the theoretic ability to
increase both quality and quantity of transplants while accepting the repugnant charac-
ter of monetary transactions. However, the rules of the market consist not only of the
consensus regarding money but also of their legal enforcement through laws. Currently,
Eurotransplant reports 32 altruistic donations per year which means that 32 persons
decide to undergo surgery to give one of their functioning organs to someone they do
not know and will not get to know in most cases.24 Their only aim is apparently to help
a fellow human being. None of the donors come from Germany because in Germany,
altruism is a federal offense.

4.3. Legal Situation

As most Western countries, Germany has dedicated a special law to the transplant mar-
ket. The Transplantationsgesetz rules that it is unlawful to trade or otherwise exchange
an organ for valuable consideration. Moreover, it is illegal to anonymously and altru-
istically donate a kidney. Such behavior is punishable by law with up to five years of
imprisonment25. The aim of the law is obviously not to rule out altruism. However,
legislators included exchanges without payments in the list of unlawful actions and ef-

23Cf. Roth et. al (2005a) [50]
24Cf. de Klerk et al. (2005) [27] for a discussion of anonymity in kidney exchanges.
25Article 18 (1) Transplantationsgesetz
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fectively prevented altruistic donation. Another solution is offered by the United States,
where the National Organ Transplant Act (NOTA) states that “it shall be unlawful
for any person to knowingly acquire, receive or otherwise transfer any human organ for
valuable consideration for use in human transplantation”. However, anonymous and
altruistic donations are expressly excluded and the 2007 Charlie W. Norwood Living
Organ Donation Act amended the National Organ Transplant Act by adding “The pre-
ceding sentence does not apply with respect to human organ paired donation.”

Pairwise exchanges were also considered unlawful in Germany until the Bundessozial-
gericht, the Federal Social Court, ruled in favor of a German couple that had been
accused of organ trade. The couple had exchanged kidneys with a swiss couple in
Zurich. The court ruled in October 2003 that it was possible to form a sufficiently sta-
ble relationship between two previously unacquainted couples for the purpose of kidney
exchange. However, the article was upheld which demanded such a relationship. That
means that altruistic donation is still illegal if the recipient is unknown and not suffi-
ciently acquainted to the donor.

Pairwise exchanges have taken place more often since the courts ruled but their num-
bers are still neglectable. The medical centers of a few universities, such as Essen,
Düsseldorf, or Cologne,26 run small scale programs and have conducted exchanges. There
has been no attempt to organize these efforts, however. Likewise, there has been no at-
tempt to start a NEAD chain. This negligence is caused by the strictness of the German
transplantation law. There are in fact no altruistic donations and pairwise exchange
does not take place on a large scale. This has also been attributed to the absence of
economic analyses of the situation.27

As for the feasibility of NEAD or DPD chains in Europe, the German characterization
of altruism as a crime has to be acknowledged. A direct approach is not advisable since
even the attempt to donate altruistically and anonymously is punishable28. However,
since the courts ruled that a sufficiently thick relationship can evolve from previous
meetings that might be a method worth considering. Another way seems to be the
adjustment of legislation which has been discussed for several years now. While the
question of an opt-out procedure to get more citizens to become organ donors has been
primarily focussed on29, the ban on anonymous donations could be lifted, too. However,
both avenues of approach are speculative. Since, as stated, the purpose of this work is
not to promote political action but to show how market design tools work on different
markets a further speculative discussion is omitted. For the purposes of this work it will
be assumed that either German legislation has changed or another avenue of approach
has been chosen similar to the circumvention that made kidney paired donations feasible.

26Cf. Witzke et. al (2005) [58]
27One recent attempt by Breyer and Kliemt (2007) who focus on cadaveric donation.
28Article 18 (3) Transplantationsgesetz
29Cf. Breyer and Kliemt (2007) [7]
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4.4. Eurotransplant

This work will focus on Germany and the German waitlist. However, Germany has given
the authority to allocate organs to Eurotransplant (ET) which will therefore be briefly
discussed. Eurotransplant is the international authority that also maintains the waiting
lists of five other European countries besides Germany. The agency was founded in 1967
by the dutch physician Jon van Rood and started with twelve participating transplant
centers. The idea of van Rood was to create a large enough pool to find good HLA
matches for each patient. Previously, regional transplant centers where responsible for
finding a match which relied solely on ABO blood type matching. Today, Eurotrans-
plant handles the allocation of kidneys from and to Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Slovenia. To facilitate the allocation of kidneys, the
Eurotransplant Kidney Allocation System (ETKAS) was implemented.

ETKAS was introduced in 1996 to deal with some difficulties in the allocation process
and still defines the rules for the matching. Patients are ranked across several charac-
teristics. Among them waiting time, location, age, HLA match, PRA level, and high
urgency. This matching is while it is by far the largest30 not the only allocation pro-
gram employed by Eurotransplant. In addition, smaller programs especially for seniors
and highly sensitized patients were introduced. The latter ranks patients who have a
history of being highly immunized ahead of the regular queue. Seniors older than 64
who participate in the Eurotransplant Senior Program (ESP) are assigned kidneys from
cadaveric donors aged 65 and older without HLA matching. Both the program for highly
sensitized patients, the acceptable mismatch (AM) program, and the ESP program are
neglected for the purposes of this research. Instead, the ETKAS score system is used to
recreate a similar ranking in the implemented matching algorithm.

30It handles about 64% of the German allocation. Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010 [34], p. 55.
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5. Theory

The analysis in this paper is based on some basic theories and work done by other
economists involved in the field of market design, most prominently Professor Alvin E.
Roth31. As for the econometric foundations, mostly queueing theory is made use of to
build a process of incoming renal disease patients waiting for a suitable organ. The sim-
ulation itself was extended to allow for numerous options that have been discussed in the
literature. These options are intended to make the simulation more realistic with every
additional extension and will be presented in the corresponding section. Nevertheless,
a complete reproduction of reality can hardly be achieved and as in any econometric
model, some generalizing assumptions have to be made that will also be discussed in
later sections.

What is omitted here is the general discussion of the basic framework in which chain
matching theory was developed. It was developed as an addition to the pairwise ex-
change algorithm which relies heavily on graph theory. The theory itself is not founded
on a specific model which makes it less tangible but rather a collection of algorithms
and mechanisms. Moreover, as earlier explained, the results Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3]
calculate are founded on the Gallai - Edmonds decomposition lemma [17, 18, 11] which
requires binary preferences of market participants over the object in question. That is
by assumption the case for northern America. European doctrine, however, ranks organs
by several classifications, one of them HLA matches. Since quality is not a dimension for
evaluation in Ashlagi et al.’s framework, they can apply elegant graph theory solutions.
While the main assumption of this work is that this approach can be transferred with-
out loss of generality to the non-binary European market, a theoretic solution cannot be
offered. Rather an experimental approach is chosen. The algorithm itself simply chooses
one chain of all possible chains by some arbitrary rule. Since the idea of the algorithm is
very intuitive and graph theory cannot be used for an European, non-binary transplant
market, an introduction to graph theory is omitted. In this section, the basic theories
driving the chosen computational approach are presented.

5.1. Stochastic Processes

Stochastic processes are ways of quantifying the dynamic relationships of se-
quences of random events.

- Taylor and Karlin (1987) [57], p. ix

A stochastic process is, technically speaking, a family of stochastic variables on an
index set T. T can be both discrete or continuous, the latter being the case for the
present paper. Since this definition is as short as it is abstract, an example might be in

31Cf. generally: Roth (2002) [43], Roth and Sotomayor (1990) [47], and specifically kidney exchange:
Roth et al. (2004, 2005a, 2005b, 2007) [49, 50, 51, 52] or most recently, Ashlagi and Roth (2011) [4].
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order. Consider a week and you are interested in the hours of sunlight on each day, since
you would like to go to the beach on every day(it is your only vacation this year). Each
day is a random variable in that it is not clear before how many hours of sunlight will
be there for you to enjoy. So, the index set would be T = {monday, tuesday, wednesday,
thursday, friday, saturday, sunday}. When X is the hours of sunlight on a given day
and that number is random, Xt, t ∈ T is a stochastic process.

Some additional properties need to be introduced quickly in order to explain the simu-
lation later more thoroughly.32 Stochastic processes are said to be (weakly) stationary if
the first and second moments of their underlying stochastic distributions do not change
with respect to t, i.e. E(X(t)) = µ and γ(t, s) = γ(t − s)∀s, t ∈ T . Applying this to
the sunlight example, Xt would be (weakly) stationary if the a priori expected value for
hours of sunlight was the same for each day and the variance between four days was not
dependent on whether it was monday to thursday or tuesday till friday but only on how
much time has passed between the two days.

A process is said to have the Markov property iff

P (Xt ≤ xt|X1 = x1, X2 = x3, ..., Xt−1 = xt−1) = P (Xt ≤ xt|Xt−1 = xt−1),

which means that for the probabilistic assessment of Xt it is sufficient to know the real-
ization of Xt−1. A stochastic process that exhibits that property is also called a Markov
process. The sunlight example seems to be markovian. Meteorologists might beg to dif-
fer but for this example the assumption might stand that it is not important for guessing
saturdays weather on friday whether it rained on tuesday or not. An example for which
the Markov property does not hold is the performance of a football player. A long his-
tory of bad performances is not swept away by one good game in his or her case. Arrival
rates for ESRD patients on the waiting list, however, can fairly be called markovian. A
stochastic process with the Markov property that well describes this phenomenon is the
Poisson process.

5.2. Poisson Processes

Poisson processes describe frequencies of occurrences of certain events, such as arrivals
of patients on a waiting list. The huge advantage of Poisson processes is that they are
as simple as versatile and accurate. Choosing a Poisson process as the basis of a sim-
ulation of a queue process comes quite naturally if one assumes that arrival rates are
independent from each other, i.e. patient A does not decide to join the waitlist earlier or
later because of patient’s B presence there. An additional necessary assumption is that
the probability for an event to occur on a given interval is proportional to the length of
said interval. Both assumptions can fairly be made for the case of ESRD patients which

32Note that these introductions are far from being detailed and will not make use of any proofs for
reasons of shortness and simplicity. For a more detailed introduction see Taylor and Karlin (1984)
[57] or Norris (1997) [33].
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is why the Poisson process was chosen as a basis for the simulation and as the fitting
stochastic process.

A stochastic variable (X) is said to be of a Poisson distribution (X ∼ Poi(λ)) iff

P (X = a) =
λa

a!
exp(−λ), a ∈ N,

E(X) = λ,

V ar(X) = λ.

A stochastic process with a non-negative, integer-only sample space, is referred to as a
Poisson process iff

X(s) ≤ X(t), s ≤ t,

N(0) = 0,

P (X(t)−X(s) = i) =

�
λ(t− s)

�i

i!
exp

�
− λ(t− s)

�
.

Additionally, the underlying stochastic process is required to have independent incre-
ments, which means that not overlapping intervals that are subsets of the index set are
statistically independent.33

Regarding it’s moments, a Poisson process is not stationary for any λ > 0 since

µ(t) = λt.

It’s auto-covariance function is defined as

γ(s, t) = λ min{s, t} (hence, µ(t) = V ar(X(t))).

The instationarity of the process comes quite intuitively when regarding the fact that
the process is not decreasing and

P (X(t) ≥ 1)
t→∞,λ>0

= 1.

Since the probability of two events happening at the same time is zero:

P (X(t)−X(s) ≥ 2)
s=t
=

�
λ(t−t)

�i
i! exp

�
− λ(t− t)

�
= 0

33For a more detailed introduction, see e.g. Taylor and Karlin (1984) [57]
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the process’s increments are always one. Therefore, the true interest is in the time when
an increment takes place. Luckily, a homogeneous Poisson process (which is the only one
used in this paper) has independently and identically distributed intervals following an
exponential distribution with rate 1

λ which makes the simulation of the arrival processes
very comfortable. As a reminder, the exponential distribution’s density function was:

f(t) = λexp(−λt), t ≥ 0

and the distribution function:

F (t) = 1− exp(−λt), t ≥ 0

The fact that a homogeneous Poisson process necessarily requires intervals to be iid
exponentially distributed implies that the first patient’s arrival time can be simulated as
a random number from the exponential distribution with the patients’ arrival rate λp.
The second patient’s arrival time is then the first patient’s time plus another random
number from the exponential distribution. Hence, the vector of arrival times can be
calculated as the cumulative sum of n draws from the exponential distribution, where n
is the number of patients. Reneging times can then be calculated by drawing n random
numbers from the exponential distribution and adding them to the arrival times. For
the incoming kidneys, only arrival times need to be simulated which can be done the
same way as for the patients with the kidney arrival rate λk instead.

As a final piece of theoretic background, it is necessary to understand how Poisson
processes are used to created a dynamic system that leads to the formation of a queue.

5.3. Queue Theory

The phenomenon of the queue is a well known annoyance in everyday life. People who
happen to want a particular thing that can only be obtained at a certain location get in
line and wait for their turn. It happens at the cinema, at the supermarket, and unfortu-
nately also at the transplant clinic. Only in the latter case people do not literally get in
line. While movie goers and shoppers might leave the queue after some time because of
anger for not being served, ESRD patient renege because they either become inoperable
or die. A theory that enables researchers to analyze processes with such behavior is
queueing theory.

Queueing theory began as a stochastic model built by Erlang34 (1909) [12] to un-
derstand the complexities of the then emerging automatic telephone exchange system.
Today, queue theory is mostly used for queueing networks in complex systems such as
computers. Its analytic power is necessary to understand how data is moved between
processors and memory banks and how to design them to be more efficient.

34After whom also the distribution is named which one arrives at when calculating a queue by the above
mentioned method.
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For the simulation of the kidney waiting list, a rather modest model is used as a
platform. Queueing systems are referred to by their design in a quintuple of letters and
numbers, for example M/M/1/∞/FIFO. The first letter describes the distribution of
the incoming process, the second of the serving process. M stands for memoryless and
refers to a Poisson distribution. G for a generic probabilistic distribution and D for de-
terministic, i.e. a fixed schedule for client arrival and service times. The first number or
∞ defines the number of servers while the second stands for the capacity of the system.
The final letter combination defines the used priority regime. First-in first-out (FIFO)
and last-in first-out (LIFO) are the most common. In a FIFO regime the first customer
to enter the system will be served first, similar to the waiting line at a counter. In a
LIFO system the last customer to enter is the first to be served which is common for
warehouses where the last good to be stacked is the first to be taken.

Little can be said about queueing systems in general, since its modularity is one of its
strengths and especially the simulation of the present paper makes heavy use of addi-
tional subroutines. In the context of kidney transplants, a M/M/k/∞/MFIFO system
is used. Arrival and service times are assumed to be memoryless, i.e. poisson / expo-
nentially distributed. The capacity of the kidney waiting list is clearly infinite since it
is immaterial. The priority regime is a modified first-in first-out, since waiting time is
one but not the only factor in determining rank. For the number of servers an arbitrary
positive integer k was chosen in accordance to Zenios correction of his first M/M/∞
model in favor of a single-server model [59, 60]. The critique being that in a kidney
queue the servers are clearly the available organs and patients are considered per organ.
So, there should only be one server, namely the currently available kidney that is to
be distributed. In this paper, the number of servers is increased to k for two reasons.
First, due to the chain mechanisms, it is well possible that more then one kidney will
be available at one point in time, if more than one BD is available. And secondly, the
constraining number then is not the amount of available organs but that of available
transplant centers. Currently, 42 German transplant centers participate in Eurotrans-
plant’s renal transplant program. Since the availability of surgical teams, time slots for
transplants, and available operating rooms for all of these centers for any point in time
is not easily prognosticated or estimated, k is said to be a positive, finite number but
not specified. Since the number of available kidneys at any point in time is also finite
this characterization is taken to be sufficient even though it is mathematically imprecise.

Even though queue models usually differ heavily there are some performance indicators
of a rather basic and intuitive kind. For example, the average number of customers in
the system:

L = λW,

where L is the average number of patients on the waiting list, λ the rate of arrival of
patients and W the average time spent by a customer in the system. This number, how-
ever becomes increasingly meaningless when a queueing model is amended by additional
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features. The increased complexity prevents a reliable prognosis. Moreover, L and also
numbers such as the mean queue length

QL = λ
µ−λ

where µ is the rate of arriving kidneys (mortality is omitted from this example), require
the existence of a steady state. A steady state is only given, when the service rate is
greater than the arrival rate, which is not true for the kidney queue. Moreover, the true
service rate also includes the mortality rate in which case the probabilities and hence
the service rate becomes more complex. The same holds true for the traffic intensity

ρ = λ
µ

and the majority of queue theory indicators. Therefore, a theoretic analysis of the
simulation is omitted in favor of increasing the complexity of the aforementioned.35 A
theoretic approach for the standard kidney queue was, as said, attempted before by
Zenios (1998) [59], even though the author had different aims.

In his first paper on the topic, Zenios (1998) develops a multiserver, multiclass queue-
ing (M/M/∞) system with reneging to provide a platform for analyses of the organ
waiting list. As the most central performance outcomes he defines ”average waiting
time, average waiting time for patients who receive transplantation, and fraction of pa-
tients who receive transplantation”36. In his approach, the author uses a single queueing
system for each class of patient, recognizing that there is a variety of medical criteria
used to classify patients. Each class is then assigned an individual arrival and serving
rate. Additionally, a reneging rate for each class is introduced. The basic assump-
tions for the model are that the number of patients exceeds the number of available
organs and the number of available organs becoming available is larger than the num-
ber of reneging patients for the same time. As an allocation regime, Zenios employs
a first-come-first-transplanted method. Regarding the possibility of ABO blood type
and HLA-ABDR combinations, Zenios’ approach is not feasible for an analysis based on
simulations. Moreover. his model is designed to focus on inequalities in the distribution
of organs between different ethnicities in the United States while the present simulation
aims at contrasting three different allocation regimes.

Concluding, the present simulation is build on a M/M/k queueing system for which
no relevant theoretic framework has been proposed yet. Regarding the complexity of
the design a theoretic discussion is viewed as infeasible and therefore omitted. Before
results will be reported in Section 8, the origin of the data is explained.

35There are equivalents for an M/M/k system, cf. Gross and Harris (1974) [22], pp. 95 - 111. Nev-
ertheless, this analysis is concerned with the results for the chain mechanisms for which the author
could not find a fitting theoretic framework.

36Zenios (1998), p. 240
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6. Data

The simulation does not make use of large panel data collections but nevertheless relies
on empirical observations. Relative frequencies for incoming patients per year, cadaveric
and live donor kidneys per year, age distributions for both patients and donors, ABO
blood type frequencies, PRA values, HLA-ABDR alleles frequencies, and reneging rates
for patients (mortality rates) were used. Most of the data was taken from the Euro-
transplant Annual Report 2010 [34].

First it was necessary to estimate the parameters for the Poisson processes. Patients
and donors arrival rates are believed to match the necessary requirements to be repre-
sented as Poisson processes (Cf. Section 5.1). That implies that both arrive at rates
proportional to the time interval and arrival times are irrespective of previous arrival
times except the most recent. Neither arrival rate is assumed to be subject to seasonal
effects or other short-term influences that occur within the chosen time frame, i.e. a
year. Moreover, nothing has been reported in the literature that would lead to a rejec-
tion of these assumptions. Most comfortably, the only parameter necessary for Poisson
processes is the rate of arrival. These numbers are given in the Eurotransplant Annual
Report 2010 [34].

In 2010, 3,710 German patients joined the waiting list. Also in 2010, 374 patients
died and in the same year 2,491 kidneys were reported, 2,486 offered, 2,359 accepted,
and 2,276 transplanted in Germany. When incorporating the numbers for patients who
turned inoperable during a year37, a weekly rate of 58.6 arriving patients results. Like-
wise, the mortality rate per week was estimated to be at 11.33, and the kidney arrival
rate to be at 47.8.

Table 2: Eurotransplant Kidney Waitlist Overview

Country AT BE CR GER LX NL SLV Total
Patients on active kidney waiting list 783 867 225 7515 - 864 53 10307
Donor kidneys by country of origin 348 408 232 2276 6 388 73 3731
Mortality rates 39 34 11 374 0 92 1 551

Notes: AT - Austria, BE - Belgium, CR - Croatia, GER - Germany, LX - Luxembourg, NL
- Netherlands, SLV - Slovenia. Active waiting list as of Dec. 31st 2010. No numbers for
waiting list have been reported for Luxembourg. Donor kidneys refers to deceased donor
kidneys that were used for a transplant. Mortality rates for 2010 for patients on the kidney
waiting list in absolute numbers. Numbers taken from Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010
[34]

From the difference in offered and accepted kidneys, a rejection rate was calculated to
be at about 5.1%. This rate was, however, not directly used but incorporated in a rejec-
tion subroutine that used this percentage as a threshold value for a quality assessment

37No numbers were reported by Eurotransplant and an information request could unfortunately not be
answered in the timeframe of this work. Therefore, the number was estimated from the Eurotrans-
plant Annual Report 2010 [34] to be at about 660 patients per year.
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of offered kidneys. The responsible function will be explained in the following section
on the simulation. In addition to now computed parameters for arrival and rejection,
medical criteria had to be simulated.

It was necessary to simulate HLA alleles, ABO blood types, and PRA values. In
order to find fitting distributions for these simulations, different sources were used and
compared. For the simulation of HLA alleles, the first distribution was taken from the
large scale study by Müller et al. (2003) [32] on German Immunology. Since the broad
antigene38 DR3 split in only 9.2% of the observations, Müller et al. continued to work
with the broad antigene, hence the simulation does also not distinguish between DR17
and DR18 but refers to them as DR3. All other DR splits were made according to the
distribution provided by Müller et al. Also, the alleles A80, B78, and B81 are not re-
ported on in Müller et al. and therefore, it is assumed that they do not occur in German
immunology in a statistically relevant fashion and are dropped from the simulation. The
second distribution that was used comes from Eurotransplant.

Table 3: Relative ABO and PRA frequencies for patients

Criteria Germany Eurotransplant

Relative ABO blood type frequencies for active waiting list

O 51.2% 51.6%
A 35.6% 34.5%
B 11.6% 12.1%
AB 1.6% 1.7%

PRA - Sensitization percentages for active waiting list

Not Immunized (0 - 5 %) 86.8% 85.4%
Immunized (6 - 84%) 11.6% 12.2%
Highly Immunized (85 - 100%) 1.3% 2.1%

Notes: ABO data as well as PRA values for Germany and for Eurotransplant from Eu-
rotransplant Annual Report 2010 [34]. Eurotransplant’s numbers include the German
numbers.

In Chapter 4 of the ETKAS handbook [13] the agency lists the frequencies for all tested
HLA alleles. They also report the broad antigenes for A and B alleles and split antigenes
for DR alleles, according to testing practice. In both cases the basic population consisted
of more than 10,000 observations, i.e. patients, and in both cases relative frequencies
were used to construct the respective distributions. In comparison, differences are very
small. Eurotransplant reports more seldom found alleles while Müller et al. report on
blank alleles.39 In the end, the distribution provided by Müller et al. was chosen for

38Explanations can be found in Section 4.1.
39Blank alleles are omitted from discussion to prevent a too detailed description of medical considerations

which are not essential to the economic appreciation of the allocation problem. However, blanks most
likely are found when both maternal and paternal allele are equivalent, for example two A2 alleles.
That was the assumption for purposes of the simulation. Drawing a ”0” allele was interpreted as
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reasons of simplicity, while differences in the two distributions are close to negligible.40

For the ABO blood types and PRA levels two sources were compared, also. However,
in that case the Eurotransplant distribution were solely used to get an impression of
the German situation in comparison with the whole Eurotransplant area. Since Euro-
transplant reported the exact German numbers, no decision had to be made between
equally useful sources. As one can see when comparing the German population among
all kidney patients, there are more A patients compared to the total distribution while
PRA levels seem to be generally lower among German patients. Both German datasets
were used to simulate patient medical characteristics according to Table 3.

Age distribution could also readily be used from the Eurotransplant Annual Report
2010 [34] (Table 4). It shows that there are relatively more patients aged 65 and older
registered on the waitlist from Germany than from any other Eurotransplant member
countries. An additional parameter used by Eurotransplant for ranking purposes is dis-
tance. Distance is only rudimentarily used since that feature was introduced to correct
imbalances in organ donation between member countries. Since this work will solely
focus on Germany, no such national organ count was necessary to install. Instead, re-
gional codes were assigned to simulate that patients and donors might still be too far
from each other to perform a transplantation. The procedure is explained in detail in
the following section.

Table 4: Age distribution among patients and donors

Criteria Germany Eurotransplant

Donor age

0 - 15 3.5% 3.4%
16 - 64 67.9% 72.7%
> 64 28.6% 23.9%

Patient age

0 - 15 0.9% 1%
16 - 64 90.1% 89.1%
> 64 9% 9.9%

Notes: All entries according to Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010 [34]. Numbers for
Eurotransplant refer to the whole Eurotransplant area, including Germany.

A more difficult estimate was the number of non directed donors (NDD) since altru-
istic donation is not allowed in Germany. It was necessary to project numbers assuming
that NEAD chains can be made feasible to analyze the effects on the German market.

having the other A, B, or DR allele twice. If two blanks were drawn, a new allele was randomly
assigned. Cf. Müller et al. (2003)

40A tabular comparison was done and is reported as Table 22 in the annex.
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For the prognosis, numbers for NDDs from the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
were compared. When using the Dutch numbers who reported 32 NDDs in 2010 at 16.6
million inhabitants41 as a basis, a linear projection for Germany at about 81.7 million
inhabitants42 gives an estimate of roughly 157 German altruistic donors per year. This
number might be disputed as overconfident since the OPTN43 reports for the whole
United States at over 400 million inhabitants only 142 anonymous donors. The UK as
another large country in the European union, has only mustered 15 anonymous donors
in 2008/200944 and 16 for 2009/201045. Taking the UK’s numbers at 62 million inhabi-
tants46 as a basis for linear projection, Germany might only have 21 altruistic donors per
year. To evaluate results for both estimates, both will be used to simulate the NEAD
and DPD effects.

41Royal Bureau of Statistics: http://www.cbs.nl/en GB/menu/themas/bevolking/cijfers/extra/ bevolk-
ingsteller.htm

42Eurostat: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY OFFPUB/KSQA09047/EN/KSQA09047-
EN.PDF

43The American organization Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, which is under contract
with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. http://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/

441 April 2008 - 31 March 2009, NHS Annual Transplant Activity Report, p.7,
taken from: http://www.organdonation.nhs.uk/ukt/statistics/transplant activity
report/archive activity reports/ pdf/ ukt/transplant activity uk 2008-2009.pdf

451 April 2009 - 31 March 2010, NHS Annual Transplant Activity Report, p.18, taken
from: http://www.organdonation.nhs.uk/ukt/statistics/transplant activity report/ cur-
rent activity reports/ ukt/activity report 2009 10.pdf, both accessed on June 17, 2011.

46Eurostat: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY OFFPUB/KSQA09047/EN/KSQA09047-
EN.PDF
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7. Simulation47

Assumptions

In order to efficiently design and understand a simulated waiting list, it is necessary to
know the basic assumptions on which it was created. The employed assumptions are:

1. Chain allocation is feasible in the European Market.
2. Non-binary preferences.
3. A 50% chance for each patient to have an associated donor.
4. All associated donors are incompatible with their intended recipients.
5. All incompatible patient donor pairs are registered as such with ET.
6. All transplant programs fully and truthfully participate.
7. No KPD takes place.

The first assumption has been already used and is the central element of this work.
Chain mechanisms were constructed within the theoretic framework of the Gallai - Ed-
monds decomposition lemma [17, 18, 11] which belongs to the field of graph theory. This
does, however, not apply to Europe, where patients’ preferences cannot be assumed to be
binary. So, it is necessary to make the assumption that the idea of the algorithm carries
over, nevertheless. Moreover, it has been explained that altruistic donation is currently
infeasible in Germany due to legal restrictions. For the purposes of the analyses, it is
then furthermore assumed that altruistic donation is possible.

The reason for the non-binary preferences has been elaborated before. The European
view on transplants is that they do differ not only with respect to blood type but also by
quality which is foremost measured by HLA matches. For a representation of a European
allocation regime it is therefore necessary to assume that patients distinguish between
kidneys on quality based criteria.

The probability for an associated donor was chosen rather arbitrarily since there are
no full scale analyses on this aspect of the European market that the author was aware
of. Nevertheless, assuming that half of the patients have asked their family and friends
and found one individual ready to help them seems reasonable.

Having all patient-donor pairs register with Eurotransplant is necessary to construct
a sufficiently large market that is significantly larger than the smaller programs Ashlagi
et al. (2011) [3] and Gentry et al. (2009) [19] have analyzed.

The assumption that all transplant programs fully and truthfully cooperate is a rather
crude simplification. In reality, this participation has turned out to be an obstacle. It
was shown that truth telling, i.e. reporting all NDDs to the allocating institution, is not

47The simulation was written in R [37, 15]. The simulation code and associated libraries can either
be found in the data files distributed with this thesis or can be requested from the author directly:
wullers@hsu-hh.de
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the dominant strategy. 48 However, this aspect shall not be at the center of the present
analysis. Therefore, it is assumed for simplicity that all transplant programs conform
and report all altruistic donors truthfully.

The last assumption is perhaps more of a technical limitation. Usually chain mech-
anisms are explained in the context of KPD since they require a pool of incompatible
patient-donor pairs. That information is regularly stored in databases of KPD programs.
However, in Germany there are only a few KPD efforts by some regional transplant cen-
ters. Moreover, KPD does not alter the basic mechanism of chain allocation but simply
reduces the pool of eligible pairs. To fully understand and analyze the impact of chain
mechanisms alone on a large scale market, such as the German one, KPD has been
excluded from the simulation.

Finally, it has to be noted that both chain mechanisms, when referred to, are used in
addition to a standard matching algorithm. So, Eurotransplant refers to the standard
algorithm that matches donors, both cadaveric and live ones, to patients from the wait-
list. NEAD and DPD match cadaveric donors to the waitlist according to the standard
algorithm and on top of that start chain allocations when NDDs are available. So, when-
ever the text refers to chain allocations, the additional standard allocation that takes
place in both NEADand DPD is implicitly included.

The Queue

To begin the simulation, patients start queueing up and kidneys arrive according to
the previously explained M/M/k queueing model. Patients arrive at the end of the
queue with rate λp and leave with rate λd, i.e. they either die or become inopera-
ble. This process is assumed to be markovian by setup, which means that the pro-
cess is memoryless. The only relevant information for the prognosis of the ensuing
patient’s arrival is the entry time of the last patient. In the same manner, kidneys arrive
with rate λk. It is assumed that all three processes follow individual Poisson processes
(Xi(t− s) ∼ Poi(λi(t− s)) , i ∈ (p, d, k), t, s ∈ R, 0 ≤ s ≤ t). Each incoming patient is
bringing a donor with him with a probability of 50% as stated in the assumptions. The
λ parameters were given the previously described values calculated from ET’s annual
reports for Germany. Also from these reports, distributions were created from which
characteristics for each patient were drawn. Six HLA alleles, an ABO blood type, a
PRA value, age, location and the same for a potential incompatible donor and each
kidney were so determined.

Each simulation recreates the developments on the waitlist for the respective setup

48Analyses show that truthful reporting is not a Bayesian-Nash equilibrium for hospitals, while with-
holding internally matchable pairs is. However, it is also reported that these results do not hold for
a large market, which is at the center of interest in the present work. Cf. Ashlagi and Roth (2011)
[4].
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during one year, i.e. 52 weeks. Each week a match is run for DPD, NEAD, and the stan-
dard Eurotransplant matching. For NEAD, the simulation checks first whether there are
any available bridge donors. If so, a NEAD matching is run for each of them. Then, the
program assesses the number of newly available kidneys. If there are no new organs, the
simulation skips to the next week. However, if there are kidneys, they are distinguished
by their status. Each cadaveric kidney is assigned via the basic matching algorithm.
If a live donor has arrived, matches for DPD and NEAD policies are calculated. For
the Eurotransplant matching each NDD is assumed to donate to the kidney queue right
away. The last donor of the DPD chain donates to the waiting list, while the last NEAD
donor becomes a bridge donor and waits for the next compatible patient-donor pair.
Note that all three mechanisms take place at the same time for the same patient/kidney
sample. That means, that deviations are minimized and results comparable.

Matching

Whenever a cadaveric donor enters the market or there is no matching pair for a NDD,
a waitlist matching is run. To assign the kidney, a rank order list has to be created
of all patients on the waiting list, including all patients who are also in the pool of in-
compatible patient-donor pairs. In order to create a ranking, patients are ordered along
several criteria. If complexity is low, the only criterium is waiting time and each patient
receives a rank according to the elapsed time since he or she joined the waiting list. The
case for the high complexity setup is explained in the respective paragraph. The kidney
is then assigned to the highest ranked patient. The patient is removed from the waitlist
and marked as transplanted. The ensuing week, the queue is updated without the so
transplanted patient.

Chains

Regarding chain matching, it has to be mentioned again that the principle these algo-
rithms are based upon is rather simple. From the set of all incompatible pairs, a subset
of pairs whose patient is compatible to the NDD is created. The same is done for all
subsequent BDs, until no further match is found. If there is more than one pair in any
subset, the algorithm has to compare all of them consecutively. This process works in
recursive runs, i.e. the program completes one run until no further match is found and
then returns stepwise to the starting point until a fork is found for which it has not yet
checked all possible combinations. This design was tested for the present simulation.
However, test runs with 100 patients showed that a recursive program would take deci-
sively more time to compute with each subsequent possible donor. The reason for that is
the explained recursive design which leads to an exponential increase in calculation time
with each forking point. The second problem was the dynamic design of the waiting list.
In simulating how the queue develops over a time of 52 weeks, the distribution of pairs
constantly changed. Therefore, a single calculation to determine all possible combina-
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tions was not enough. Furthermore, the chain subroutine had to be executed in each
period for each available bridge donor. In the end, the recursive design was dropped
in favor of a stochastic model. In a separate Monte Carlo simulation, possible chains
are drawn from the distribution of all possible combinations and compared regarding
chain length and associated point count.49 Thereby a tradeoff between calculation time
and precision of results could be reached. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that results
vary from deterministic calculations since the probability of finding the optimal NEAD
chain approaches zero faster than the number of possible combinations increases. There-
fore, the final waiting list composition of the Monte Carlo design is not optimal with
probability 1. Overall, the deviation of the stochastic model’s results from that of the
deterministic one diminishes the effect of the chains and actually optimal results should
have a more substantial effect than those reported. In several runs to determine the
best trade-off between result and calculation time, it showed that at least chain length
did not deviate substantially on average from the deterministic result. Concluding, the
results are rather underrated and the real effects should be even stronger in favor of
chain mechanisms.

Another small but notable negative effect is that NEAD and DPD runs could not use
the same calculation matrix. This was not preventable, since NEAD potentially matches
a different number of patients each round due to the bridge donors. This meant that
when a live donor arrived, two different matches had to be run. Therefore, two copies
of the initial matrix were used for each allocation policy. Thereby it could be at least
guaranteed that both mechanisms had the same starting conditions. The problem of
using two matrices is that whenever there is more than one matching pair, there is a
possibility that the two mechanisms do not choose the same pair from the pool. In
subsequent runs that could reduce potential matches, for example if one pair’s bridge
donor was an AB donor and the other’s an O donor. The former chain would come to
an end with a very high probability while the latter would not. Even though this might
be a problem, it is expected that over the course of 100 iterations per simulation this
effect evened out.

To summarize, chain allocation works as follows. When either a NDD becomes avail-
able or there is a BD waiting (just NEAD), the chain algorithm is started. It chooses
one possible chain from the set of all possible chains after randomly drawing several
chains and comparing them by length and cumulative rank of all associated patients.
Each patient that is so matched then receives a kidney and is removed from the waiting
list. If the allocating regime is NEAD, the last so transplanted patient’s donor becomes
a BD and waits for the next pair to arrive. If DPD is the current matching mechanism,
the last donor gives to the waiting list. His or her kidney is regarded as a regular kidney
and matched by the standard matching algorithm. The queue is updated in the next
week.

49The point score is identically calculated to each patient’s point score in the ranking process. Each
chain was assigned the cumulated point scores of all patients in said chain.
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Complexity

As explained earlier, the simulation is used with either a high or a low complexity setup.
Complexity encapsulates many different concepts. First of all, HLA matching. When
HLA matching is included, the point score is adjusted to account for that criterium. For
a full match, i.e. all six HLA alleles match between the donor and recipient, 400 points
are awarded. For each mismatch, 66 points are deducted.

Other included features are pediatric and high urgency status, and distance. In the
low complexity setting, patients are also assigned ages younger than 16 but were not
recognized as pediatric patients. With the high complexity setup, the simulation notices
how old a patient is and automatically assigns a pediatric status. These patients are
awarded 100 extra points and additionally receive double points from HLA matches up
to a maximum score of 800. High urgency is not assigned to patients right away. It
is determined in each round in which a kidney is available by drawing a number from
a uniform distribution on the [0, 1] interval for each compatible patient. Numbers be-
low the 0.01 threshold50 mean that the corresponding patient is a high urgency patient
which gains him or her an additional 500 points for the ranking. Finally, extra points
are awarded to patients from the same region as the donor organ. This was implemented
in a slightly adjusted fashion compared to the way ETKAS employs it. The simulation
does not distinguish between countries but uses a simple integer between zero and nine
for each patient and donor to evaluate distance as the difference of those two numbers.
For differences of two and lower, 100 points are assigned and an extra 100 points are
awarded when the difference is one or zero. This was done to have the mechanism carry
over more easily to a simulation of Germany compared to a program that employs coun-
tries as a reference.

Additionally, PRA is considered when complexity is high. PRA gives an estimate
as to what the probability for a positive cross match is. The PRA percentages were
simulated from the Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010 [34]. Since PRA does not trans-
late to cross match probability right away, a conversion table was used as proposed by
Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3]. The conversion assigns a 50% chance for a positive cross
match to all patients with a PRA equal to or higher than 75%, a 35% chance to PRA
levels from 50 - 74%, 20% to levels from 25 - 49% and a 5% chance otherwise. In each
run of the compatibility check subroutine, each compatible patient’s PRA is compared
to a randomly chosen number from the uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1]. If
the cross match probability is greater than the drawn number, the respective patient
has been positively cross matched and is removed from the vector of compatible patients.

Moreover, if the complexity setting is used, organ declining becomes possible. Organ
declining means that each patient has the opportunity to pass on an offered kidney. In

50This number was also estimated from the Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010 [34] since Eurotransplant
was not able to report an exact number before the deadline of this thesis.
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2010, about 5.108%51 of all offered kidneys were declined by the intended recipient in
Germany. To account for the various reasons a patient (or rather the consulting physi-
cian) could name for his decision, the rejection subroutine collects all relevant data such
as HLA matches, PRA level, distance between donor and patient, and the age of both
to calculate a safety score. The safety score is the higher, the less HLA mismatches, the
lower the PRA level, the closer the donor to the patient, and the younger the donor in
comparison to the recipient. If the safety factor drops below the 5.108% threshold, the
patient declines the organ. It has to be noted that waiting time, as the most intuitive
factor in such a calculation, was included initially. It was dropped because the timeframe
of the simulation is too narrow to have an effect on a patient’s decision. In other words,
a patient will not amount additional fear within a year, since he or she can survive on
dialysis for much longer, even though it is inconvenient. So, the safety factor was too
often too low since patients anticipated to survive without a kidney for quite a while
and decided to wait for a better suited organ. Therefore, waiting time was dropped as
a variable.

Delay

The actual Eurotransplant waiting list started in the late 1960s, saw an almost expo-
nential increase in patient numbers and recently stagnated. This highly complex and
not yet fully understood development was not modeled. Instead, the simulation con-
centrates on one year, making use of recent numbers as reported by Eurotransplant.
This makes it possible to analyze the developments and effects when chain mechanisms
are introduced more thoroughly and model a more detailed simulation. Unfortunately,
this omits patients that were on the waiting list before the simulation started which is
a constraint to queue simulations, being normed to a starting point at zero clients in
the system. This had as an effect, for example, that almost no patients died during
the simulations since the empirically measured number of patients to die within a year
is rather low. Therefore, the waiting list was not close to being evened out as it is in
reality but rose to the difference in number of arriving patients and kidneys. To emulate
an already build up waiting list with a large pool of incompatible patient-donor pairs, a
delay mechanism was introduced. It only allows the Eurotransplant standard matching
until 50% of the total time, i.e. 26 weeks, has elapsed. The delay option was used to
emulate a running system to which chain mechanisms are introduced.

51Also Eurotransplant Annual Report 2010 [34].
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Bridge Donor Reneging and Chain Size Limits

Another concept that was added to the simulation as an option is the possibility for
bridge donors to renege. It was disputed between Ashlagi et al. (2011) and Gentry et
al. (2006) whether reneging bridge donors were generally a factor or only when suffi-
cient time passed between the bridge donor’s intended recipient’s transplantation and
the subsequent donation. The simulation employed in this paper takes Ashlagi et al.’s
view. Whenever a long chain can be realized right away, bridge donors fully comply and
donate to keep the chain up. However, when there is no immediately possible match,
the bridge donor begins to wait. While waiting the probability to renege increases de-
pendent on time. As mentioned earlier, the BD might rethink his involvement. The
intended recipient might have experienced adverse reactions toward the new kidney or
the bridge donor could find that the removal of a functioning organ for someone else’s
benefit might not be worth the risk anymore etc. To simulate this effect, a number of
available bridge donors reneges each period. The number is calculated from a parameter
that gives the reneging probability. A high setup at 25%, medium at 12.5%, and a setup
with no reneging were used. However, reneging rates were overall higher, due to the
dynamic character of the simulation, as will be explained in the following section.

The last major feature of the simulation is to allow for Chain Size Limits (CSLs).
These limits constrain the chain mechanisms to a given maximum length of patient-
donor pairs. The NEAD chain halts at that point and the last donor in that chain
waits for the next compatible pair to arrive. The last donor in a DPD chain donates to
the waitlist right away. This is an important feature as will be shown in the following
section. Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3] argued that this was the most constraining factor for
NEAD.

Concluding, the simulation runs over 52 periods. In each period the simulation check
whether either BDs, NDDs, or cadaveric kidneys are available. BDs initiate NEAD
chains, NDDs begin both NEAD and DPD chains, and cadaveric kidneys start the reg-
ular allocation algorithm which is modeled after Eurotransplant. Matched patients are
removed from the queue. If complexity is set to high, HLA matching, PRA scores, pe-
diatric and high urgency statuses, and location become active parameters. BDR can be
set to no, medium, or high to have a percentage of available bridge donors renege each
period. CSLs can be set at ∞, 6, or 3 to actively reduce chain lengths. Finally, a delay
option can be set to emulate the effects chain mechanisms have on an already operating
waitlist.

In terms of the basic market design algorithms, this is neither a kidney nor a patient
proposing mechanism. Instead, all (in this case: some) feasible matches are located and
are ranked by length and associated score, which are the rules of the algorithm. Longer
chains are chosen over shorter ones and for equally long chains, a higher cumulated point
score is chosen over a lower point score.
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From the set of possible features, four setups were chosen as the main settings for
analysis:

1. Low Complexity, Delay Off

2. Low Complexity, Delay On

3. High Complexity, Delay Off

4. High Complexity, Delay On

Within these four settings all combinations of CSL and BDR were applied in order to
answer the question of sensitivity. The first setting is used to give a basic impression of
chain mechanisms and there capabilities with respect to allocation efficiency. The delay
option is then implemented to simulate how an already running system reacts to the
introduction of such mechanisms. High complexity and especially high complexity with
delay represent settings that are modeled after the current German waitlist situation.
Overall, the simulations are meant to show whether or not NEADis more efficient in
assigning NDDs than DPD and what settings influence the measured difference in effec-
tiveness by what extend.
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8. Results

Reminder: Hypothesis

Non-simultaneous extended altruistic donor chains hold an advantage over
domino paired donation policies in an integrated simulation of the German
kidney waiting list when compared regarding average queue length, waiting
time, and number of transplants, and maintain that advantage when addi-
tional restrictions are imposed to which non-simultaneous extended altruistic
donor chains react less sensitive than comparable domino paired donation
policies.

It will be the central aim of the following section to show that the proposed hypothesis
is true. In order to do that, more than 80 different simulations each for Nonsimultaneous
Extended Altruistic Donor (NEAD) chains, Domino Paired Donation (DPD) policies,
and Eurotransplant (ET) matchings were run at 100 Monte Carlo iterations per sim-
ulation. They are divided in high and low complexity simulations. Low complexity
means that all additional features except Bridge Donor Reneging (BDR) and Chain Size
Limit (CSL) were switched off, i.e. Humane Leucocyte Antigene (HLA) matching, cross
matching, distance comparisons, organ rejections, high urgency and pediatric patients.
In both categories, simulations were done for the two Non Directed Donor (NDD) es-
timates (21 and 157), three CSL setups (∞, 3, 6), delay on and off, and three different
BDR rates (no, medium, high). Factor effect analyses were computed for the major
performance measures to give a first impression of sensitivity characteristics and will be
reported in the beginning of the section.

8.1. Regression Results, AB Bridge Donors and Exact ABO Matching

After the simulations were completed but not yet fully analyzed, a linear factor regres-
sion model was devised to gain an impression of what to expect from both NEAD and
DPD. Multifactor analysis requires a balanced dataset which is given by the simulation
design. All parameters were equally often tested and hence, factor analysis is feasible.
The model follows the simple structure:

Q = β0INT + β1BDR+ β2CMP + β3NDD + β4CSL+ β5DLY

where INT refers to the intercept52, Q stands for average queue length, BDR for bridge
donor reneging rate, CMP for level of complexity, NDD for numbers of non-directed
donors, CSL for chain size limit, and DLY for a delay dummy. While all exogenous
variables are regarded as factors, NDD is additionally used as an integer variable to
measure the effect of one additional altruistic donor. The standard model produces the

52Highly significant for all settings, omitted in the tables for simplicity.
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following output:

Table 5: Factor effect linear regression results

Basic Model

Regime BDR Lo BDR Hi Cmpl Hi NDDs Hi CSL 3 CSL 6 DLY On

NEAD 29.5 ** 65.19 *** 52.54 ** -100.81 *** 51.287 ** 19.118 . 127.288 ***

(-0.74)
DPD - 4.78 - 4.63 59.27 *** -95.5 *** 89.2 *** 48.6 ** 57.639 ***

(-0.7)

DPD without BDR

Regime BDR Lo BDR Hi Cmpl Hi NDDs Hi CSL 3 CSL 6 DLY On

DPD - - 59.19 *** -95.59 *** 89.08 *** 48.45 *** 57.56 ***

(-0.7)

Control for DLY

Regime BDR Lo BDR Hi Cmpl Hi NDDs+ CSL 3 CSL 6

NEAD 39.73 * 90.15 *** 46.5 ** -120.02 *** 49.86 ** 13.55
(-0.88)

DPD - - 65.55 *** -132.94 *** 102.8 *** 50.52 **

(-0.98)

Notes: Regression results for factor effect analyses. p values: ’***’ : p < 0.001, ’**’
: p < 0.01, ’*’ : p < 0.05, ’.’ : p < 0.1. Coefficients for NDD as an integer variable
in brackets. Regressions were run for the mean values of all simulation results, N = 86.
Endogenous variable is average queue length.

As can be seen, DPD is clearly not affected by bridge donor reneging. This, of course,
is already ruled out by the design of the mechanism but proves that the simulation itself
does not produce erroneous results in that respect. When removing BDR from the set
of variables for the DPD regression, numbers do not substantially change. NEAD is
sensitive to all variables except restrictions to a CSL of six. That coefficient is only
significantly different from zero at the 10% level or otherwise put has a p value between
0.1 and 0.05.53 Coefficients are all hinting at the intuitively expected direction. In-
creases in or activation of bridge donor reneging, complexity, CSL, and allocation delay
all increase the length of the average queue. More altruistic donors on the other hand
decrease it. Apparently, Complexity and CSL have a larger effect on DPD while delay
has a more adverse effect on NEAD allocation. Delay can in this context be seen as a
time variable. When the introduction of chains is delayed in order for the queue to build
up a reservoir of incompatible pairs, the time in which both mechanisms can work is

53This text makes mostly use of the p value notation. Choosing a significance level to be the cut off line
is highly arbitrary, while it is commonly accepted that p values greater than 0.1 support a hypothesis
and those lower than 0.01 reject it. Values in between are a matter of interpretation in the respective
case.
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shortened. Therefore, the higher sensitivity of NEAD towards delay can be interpreted
as a time sensitivity. The less time available, the better DPD performs in comparison is
what that implies. However, allocations are regularly not limited, i.e. programs do not
exist on an interval basis after which each patients has to reregister. Therefore, this is
not seen as important for the further analysis. The results in the lower part of Table 5
show that delay does not influence the direction of the exogenous factors’ coefficients. A
small change is seen in NEAD’s sensitivity towards CSL6. The respective coefficient is
in that analysis no longer significantly different from zero. All in all, NEAD is sensitive
to changes in BDR and NDD while only reacting to very harsh chain restrictions, i.e.
CSL3. The delay dummy clearly has an effect on both algorithms but by assumption
that effect does not affect the principals behind either chain mechanism. For the further
analysis it will be interesting to see how these regression results show in the overall pic-
ture and how sensitive NEAD and DPD are towards changes in the different settings.

Exact ABO matching was implemented by ET to adjust the resulting distribution of
transplanted patients. Since O patients can only receive from O donors but O donors
can donate to all patients, an imbalance had developed. Therefore, the Eurotransplant
Kidney Allocation System (ETKAS) was adjusted so that blood type of patient and
donor had to match exactly to allow for a donation. 54

Table 6: Exact ABO matching: Relative ABO blood type frequencies

Setting (1) (2) (3)

Exact ABO Matching On Off On Off On Off
NEAD O 51.3% 51.3% 50.8% 49.3% 51.1% 46.0%

A 35.7% 35.5% 36.0% 37.0% 35.8% 39.5%
B 11.5% 11.6% 11.8% 12.0% 11.6% 12.8%
AB 1.6% 1.6% 1.4% 1.7% 1.5% 1.8%

DPD O 51.0% 50.8% 51.1% 46.0% 51.1% 45.4%
A 35.9% 35.9% 35.9% 39.5% 35.8% 39.9%
B 11.6% 11.7% 11.6% 12.7% 11.6% 12.9%
AB 1.4% 1.6% 1.4% 1.8% 1.5% 1.8%

ET O 51.1% 49.9% 51.2% 45.5% 51.2% 45.2%
A 35.9% 36.5% 35.8% 39.8% 35.8% 40.0%
B 11.5% 11.9% 11.6% 12.9% 11.6% 12.9%
AB 1.4% 1.7% 1.4% 1.8% 1.5% 1.8%

Notes: ABO distribution for transplanted patients. Setting (1): Low Complexity, low NDD
numbers, no BDR, no delay. Setting (2): High Complexity, low NDD numbers, medium
BDR, no CSL, no delay. Setting (3): High Complexity, low NDD numbers, high BDR,
CSL3, no delay. Two sample distribution tests show that except for setting (1) there are
significant differences between queue length distributions with and without exact ABO
matching at the 10% level.

Table 6 shows the resulting ABO distributions for transplanted patients in the first
set of simulations. Apparently, exact ABO matching evens out blood type distribution
disparities among transplanted patients (See Table below). While there is no effect for
all three regimes in the first setting, the increase in complexity, BDR, and CSL take its

54Cf. Meesters et al. (1996)
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toll on blood type O patients. This decrease in numbers of transplanted patients with
blood type O is statistically significant. Two sample t tests against the ABO distribu-
tion of the whole queue show that all three regimes without ABO exact matching in
settings 2 and 3 produce different distributions.55 at α = 0.05. Especially the disparities
in results of the standard algorithm are striking. The same tests with the same α for
the simulations with exact matching supported the hypothesis of equal distributions.
Therefore, it is fair to say that exact ABO matching while reducing the performance of
NEAD and DPD mechanisms balances the resulting ABO distribution.56

Regarding the effect on performance by exact ABO matching, there is no apparent ef-
fect for Eurotransplant.57 Since the pool of unmatched patients is relatively large, assign-
ing grafts by exact blood type matching does not significantly change the performance
of the algorithm in a Eurotransplant regime. Table 7 gives an impression regarding
performance reductions for NEAD and DPD. In all three settings, exact ABO matching
decreases the chain mechanisms’ effect on the waiting list significantly.58 Therefore, it
is fair to say that exact ABO matching does harm the performance of NEAD and DPD
mechanisms. Especially, the difference in performance of the DPD mechanism is strik-
ing. Evidently, the fact that there has to be an exact ABO match for a transplant to
take place makes the waiting bridge donor the dominant mechanism. This observation
will be of central interest for the following analysis.

Concluding, exact ABO matching exerts significant negative effects on both DPD and
NEAD in terms of performance but balances the resulting distribution of blood types
among transplanted patients. The mechanism was dropped for two reasons. First, it
was removed to make the overall simulation more simple so that effects become more
clear and are less distorted by an array of additional features. Second, ABO matching
is a highly political and ethical topic. The first results for the chain allocations show
that their would be a decision between maximal number of transplants and allocation
justice. So, either a few O patients do not receive a transplant favoring many other
patients or many patients do not receive a transplant to ensure a balanced distribution
of blood types. Since this can neither be decided by an economist nor an economical
thesis, exact ABO matching is not used for simplicity.

55Kolmogorov Smirnov tests showed that normality is a feasible assumption at p � 0.1 for all values.
56All p values � 0.01. Blood type distribution for waiting list: 51.2% O, 35.6% A, 11.6% B, 1.6% AB.
57The results of the Eurotransplant algorithm do not significantly change as t tests at α = 0.05, which

were done for all three pairs of settings.
58Two sample t test were calculated for both NEAD and DPD in all three settings. Only DPD in setting

three had no significant difference at the 10% level in distributions between exact ABO matching on
and off.
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Table 7: Exact ABO matching: Effects on Performance

Setting (1) (2) (3)

Exact ABO Matching On Off On Off On Off
NEAD Av. Q Length 41.31 79.23 11.74 41.47 4.59 12.39

Q Length FLP 65.38 88.72 15.09 50.25 5.24 14.69
Avg. WT. 49.08 87.43 12.72 44.41 4.78 13.68
Transpl. 111.82 112.35 104.25 110.61 101.45 103.51
LD% 18% 34% 4% 14% 1% 3%

DPD Av. Q Length 2.4 47.89 2.14 9.43 2.28 3.63
Q Length FLP 2.7 57.7 2.46 10.45 2.52 4.09
Avg. WT. 2.82 54.16 2.34 10.44 2.46 4.12
Transpl. 100.75 110.99 100.65 102.54 100.71 101.02
LD% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Notes: Average queue length, queue length for last patient, and average waiting time
report the percentage by which the respective mechanism is shorter in that domain than
the standard ET algorithm. Number of Transplants refers to the increase in transplants
through the respective allocation in comparison to Eurotransplant which acts as the base
number at 100. Percentage of live donation corresponds to the share of live donations
regarding total number of transplants. Setting (1): Low Complexity, low NDD numbers,
no BDR, no delay. Setting (2): High Complexity, low NDD numbers, medium BDR, no
CSL, no delay. Setting (3): High Complexity, low NDD numbers, high BDR, CSL3, no
delay.

As one can also see from Table 7, number of transplants, average waiting time, queue
length for last patient, and average queue length seem to correlate well. Correlation
coefficients are reported in Table 8. The category ”number of transplanted patients”
is missing, since the variance was for some settings so low that correlation coefficients
were calculated to be −∞. Linear regressions and Pearson correlation tests as other
approaches of correlation analyses resulted in the same failure. This is due to the time
limit of the simulation. At the end of each run very similar results were to be expected
- especially for the rather simple setups. Hence, resulting transplant numbers appear
to be factorial in the data for some settings. Moreover, the Eurotransplant algorithm
is only affected by increasing complexity and neither by CSLs nor BDR. ET’s resulting
distribution of transplanted patients has therefore an even lower variance than those of
the two chain allocations. To correct that, all unreliable numbers were removed from
the correlation coefficient vector that was computed for all 86 simulations. Then, results
showed that DPD’s average queue length is correlated to average number of transplants
by -0.248 and NEAD’s by -0.402. These correlation coefficients are nevertheless some-
what low. Therefore, a smaller run was computed only for highly restrictive settings in
which variances in number of transplanted patients were considerably higher than on
average. In that scenario, DPD’s correlation coefficient changes to -0.446 and NEAD’s
to -0.556. While the coefficients are still significantly less arguing a strong correlation,
it has to be noted that with increasing refinements of the analysis the coefficients rose
(or better: sank) continuously. Since any further restrictions for the correlation analysis
would lead to extremely small samples that step was omitted. Nevertheless, one can
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fairly say that average queue length is sufficiently high correlated with queue length for
last patient, waiting time, and number of transplanted patients, which is why average
queue length will be used almost exclusively in the following analysis as a performance
indicator. Waiting time, queue length for last patient, and number of transplanted pa-
tients are then assumed to change accordingly.

Table 8: Correlation of performance indicators

Policy Queue Length FLP Average Waiting Time

NEAD 0.716 0.992

DPD 0.826 0.990
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ET 0.869 0.990

Notes: Correlation coefficients between average queue length and both queue length for
last patient as well as for average waiting time for all three used allocation policies. Num-
bers refer to the average correlation coefficient build from all applicable results, which
corresponds to 86 simulations.

AB bridge donors (AB BDs) are commonly not allowed in chains in the United States.
This is due to the predominance of O patients. AB donors would most likely bring the
chain to an end since only AB patients (1.6% of all patients, most likely less in an ex-
change pool) can receive from AB donors. It was tested what effects the removal of AB
bridge donors has on the present analysis. In their paper, Gentry et al. (2009) [19] found
out that removing AB bridge donors from the pool of admissible BDs caused transplant
numbers to drop significantly by about 6.61%.

Table 9 shows the results of two sample t test for influences of AB BD removal. NEAD
is significantly different from the same setting Eurotransplant match for all setups. The
difference to NEAD itself with AB BDs is, however, insignificant. That implies that a
removal of AB BDs has no impact on NEAD’s performance. DPD on the other hand
is affected in the first setting. The ban on AB BDs increases the average DPD queue
length by 48 patients. In the two other settings, DPD is not affected. However, in
those two settings DPD is also no longer significantly different from the Eurotransplant
performance. Since the removal of AB BDs seems to have a negative effect on DPD ex-
clusively, it was omitted from the analysis as to not imbalance the simulation design in
favor of NEAD. It has to be noted that the admission of AB bridge donors is in contrast
to both Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3] and Gentry et al.
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Table 9: AB bridge donors: Two sample t test results

NEAD
vs NEAD with AB BDs vs Eurotransplant

Setting p Value Difference in means p Value Difference in means
(1) 0.577 +2.34 < 0.001 −307.00
(2) 0.700 +3.39 < 0.001 −93.84
(3) 0.533 +4.72 < 0.001 40.61

DPD
vs DPD with AB BDs vs Eurotransplant

Setting p Value Difference in means p Value Difference in means
(1) < 0.001 +48.43 < 0.001 −155.52
(2) 0.801 +1.96 0.196 −12.05
(3) 0.695 +2.86 0.135 −12.69

Notes: Table shows results for two sample t test of simulation without AB BDs in rows
against same allocation results with AB BDs and against standard ET algorithm in same
settings. E.g. distribution of NEAD’s average queue length does not change for setting (1)
whether AB BDs are allowed or not and is significantly different from the ET distribution
for the same setup. NEAD mechanism without AB BDs has in setting (1), on average,
a queue which is by 307 shorter compared to Eurotransplant’s matching. Setting (1):
Low Complexity, NDD Numbers Low, CSL ∞, No Delay, BDR Off. Setting (2): High
Complexity, NDD Numbers Low, CSL 3, No Delay, BDR Medium. Setting (3): High
Complexity, NDD Numbers Low, CSL 3, No Delay, BDR High.
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8.2. Low Complexity, No Delay

First, an impression of the principal behavior of the queues in the different regimes is
given in the following graphic:

Figure 5: Queue Development I
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 0%

The left graphic shows the development of the waiting lists for DPD and NEAD alloca-
tions with CSLs at ∞ (no limit), 6, and 3, and compares them to the ET queue. The
right does the same, only for the low NDD estimate (21) while the left simulation was
set up for the high estimate (157). The impression that NEAD mechanisms are less
sensitive to CSL is gained. Intuitively, this makes sense. DPDs allow only for chains up
to the respective limit plus one donation to the queue. NEADs on the other hand do not
depend that much on NDD numbers, as long as there are any to ignite the mechanism.
Bridge donors subsequently carry the movement further. When allowing for an increase
from none to medium bridge donor reneging, a look at the queue gives an impression
as to how sensitive NEAD is to that criterium. While it seems true that NEAD does
suffer in performance when bridge donor reneging takes place, it suffers considerably
less than DPD. DPD in turn is not affected by bridge donor reneging which implies that
DPD is more sensitive to CSL alone than NEAD is to both length limitation and BDR.
The Queue Development II figure was done for low complexity, no delay and medium
reneging, which corresponds to a reneging rate of approximately 18%.59

59As explained earlier, the setup was at 12.5% probability for medium reneging and 25% for high
reneging. However, with each subsequent run the probability to renege increases, P (X = 1) = p, p ∈
(0.125, 0.25) but P (X ≤ 2) = p + P (X = 2|X �= 1) and P (X ≤ n) = P (X = 1) +

�n
i=2 P (X =

n|X �= 1, ..., X �= n− 1) =
�n

i=1(1− p)n−1
p =

0<p<1
p

�
1−(1−p)n

1−(1−p)

�
=

n→∞
1, where X is the chain length.
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Figure 6: Queue Development II
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 12.5%.

This effect becomes even more apparent in the high reneging setting which posts a
mean of 35.8% reneged bridge donors.

Figure 7: Queue Development III
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 25%
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In the last shown figure, DPD∞60 performs better than NEAD6 for the first time.
Even when neglecting that infinite chain lengths are only possible in theory and used
just for analysis, DPD chain mechanisms are apparently performing decisively worse
than NEAD chains. Bridge donor reneging rates of more than 33% seem not to have
a similar effect on NEAD as lowering altruistic donor numbers has on DPD. From the
very basic graphical analysis it seems that NEAD can very well compensate limitations
and restrictions that are imposed which are in part harsher than empirically observed.
This is rather astonishing when noting that the present simulation ran matches every
period and assumed a reneging probability of 12.5% or 25% at each matching for all
present bridge donors. Even more so, when taking into account that the literature re-
cently reported NEAD chains that went on for many months without any reneging.61

Before effects on a running system and settings with high complexity are evaluated, a
closer look at the performance of both designs is in order.

Table 10: NEAD vs DPD I

NEAD
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) 0.601 0.535 0.31 0.499 0.218 -0.167 0.302 -0.31 -0.613

∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) 0.756 0.726 0.594 0.701 0.533 0.301 0.585 0.219 0.038
∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗

(3) 0.782 0.751 0.642 0.73 0.582 0.373 0.627 0.299 0.139

L
D
N

∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) 0.31 0.29 0.275 0.315 0.253 0.15 0.279 0.148 -0.258
∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††

D
P
D

(6) 0.558 0.545 0.537 0.557 0.528 0.455 0.537 0.454 0.194
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.725 0.717 0.712 0.725 0.702 0.668 0.712 0.662 0.497

H
D
N

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD(columns) is tested against DPD(rows) for high and low NDD numbers, e.g.
NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against DPD with chain limit three. (†) indicates that
NEAD’s results are not normally distributed. (††) the same for DPD and (†††) says that
both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test instead of a t test was used. Settings: Low Complexity, Delay Off.

Table 10 shows by what factor a NEAD chain allocation in a certain regime has
performed better or worse than a DPD chain allocation. When comparing similar re-
strictions, i.e. the values on the diagonal of each three by three field, NEAD does always
outperform DPD. In the most restrictive setting, when NEAD is confronted with high
reneging, low donor numbers, and CSL3, NEAD has a 13.9% shorter queue on average
than the corresponding DPD mechanism. These findings are all statistically significant

60This corresponds to a DPD allocation with a CSL of 6.
61Most recently Rees et al. (2009) reported on a NEAD chain with no reneging after over two years and

bridge donors still active at waiting times of over 15 months.
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with p values not greater than 0.01. This is further confirmed when contrasting NEAD
and DPD each to the results the standard Eurotransplant algorithm produces in the
same setting.

Table 11: DPD and NEAD vs ET performance results I

Low Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

BDR NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.79 <0.01 0.48 <0.01 0.76 <0.01 0.12 <0.01 0.66 <0.01 0.05 0.04

Avg. WT. 0.87 <0.01 0.54 <0.01 0.84 <0.01 0.13 <0.01 0.74 <0.01 0.05 0.05

Med Avg. Q. 0.74 <0.01 0.48 <0.01 0.59 <0.01 0.12 <0.01 0.39 <0.01 0.05 0.01

Avg. WT. 0.83 <0.01 0.54 <0.01 0.67 <0.01 0.13 <0.01 0.45 <0.01 0.05 0.01

Hi Avg. Q. 0.65 <0.01 0.48 <0.01 0.36 <0.01 0.11 <0.01 0.19 <0.01 0.05 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.72 <0.01 0.54 <0.01 0.4 <0.01 0.13 <0.01 0.21 <0.01 0.05 <0.01

High Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

BDR NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.82 <0.01 0.73 <0.01 0.82 <0.01 0.59 <0.01 0.82 <0.01 0.33 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.9 <0.01 0.81 <0.01 0.9 <0.01 0.66 <0.01 0.9 <0.01 0.37 <0.01

Med Avg. Q. 0.82 <0.01 0.73 <0.01 0.81 <0.01 0.59 <0.01 0.78 <0.01 0.33 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.9 <0.01 0.81 <0.01 0.89 <0.01 0.66 <0.01 0.86 <0.01 0.38 <0.01

Hi Avg. Q. 0.82 <0.01 0.73 <0.01 0.79 <0.01 0.6 <0.01 0.68 <0.01 0.33 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.89 <0.01 0.81 <0.01 0.87 <0.01 0.67 <0.01 0.75 <0.01 0.37 <0.01

Notes:62 Bridge Donor (BD) Reneging values No : Off; Med : Medium; Hi : High; in rows. Chain
length limitations ∞, 6, 3 in columns, further sorted by NEAD and DPD results. Avg. Q.: Length
of average queue during the course of the simulation. Avg. WT.: Average waiting time for patients
who were transplanted. Options: Complexity Low, Delay Off. Posted numbers refer to the factor
by which the corresponding mechanism was faster or shorter than the currently employed system.
63 p values are reported after results in smaller font size for two sample t tests of the respective
distribution against that of the corresponding Eurotransplant simulation.64

NEAD posts significantly better results than DPD in the low complexity setting for
all combinations of options. Note that results were computed for low and high donor
numbers, i.e. 21 vs 157 altruistic donors over the course of 52 weeks which corresponds
to 0.704% or 5.263% of all not associated donors. T tests confirmed at the 5% level that
distributions of NEAD queues are significantly shorter than those of the corresponding

62These results translate to the Table 10’s numbers by dividing a DPD value by a NEAD value after
subtracting them each from one and subtracting the result from one, too. Differences are due to the
fact that Table 11 uses difference in means as a basis for calculation while Table 10 employs the mean
of differences.

630.48 for NEAD∞ average queue length at medium BR reneging refers to a 48% shorter queue on
average compared to the Eurotransplant waitlist in the same setting.

64Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing had previously confirmed the normality assumption for distribution of
results. Same holds true for all testing across all tables.
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DPD chains. In turn, queue lengths and waiting times are significantly shorter. For
the high NDD number case a distribution test revealed that NEAD chain results do not
differ between no and medium reneging (p � 0.1) when chain length is not limited. This
proves that NEAD chains are not sensitive to bridge donor reneging per se but only
when other restriction also apply. When a CSL of six is imposed, the difference is still
very low between no and medium reneging but statistically significant (p = 0.002).65

The remaining NEAD chains differ strongly in part, implying that the results do worsen
from low to high reneging and from no to high chain limits. However, the impact of
the subsequently imposed restrictions in chain size and reneging is significantly lower for
NEAD than for DPD which is by design only sensitive to CSL. A graphical representa-
tion of the previous table is given in the following figures.

Figure 8: Adverse Effects of Bridge Donor Reneging I
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Notes: Performance refers to percentage by which the respective allocation’s average queue length is
shorter than that of the allocation it is contrasted with. Settings: Low Complexity, High (upper three

figures) and Low (lower three) NDD numbers, Delay Off.

The upper set of graphs stresses that DPD is more affected by CSL s than NEAD. The
left and middle figures show how the different settings affect NEAD and DPD in their
performance compared to the current Eurotransplant algorithm which operates without
chain matching. The right figure gives the performance ratio of NEAD versus DPD
allocation. While NEAD’s performance is reduced by increased bridge donor reneging,

65Results for cross testing can be found in the appendix: Tables 27 - 30.
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its results are even in the most restrictive case (Reneging high, Chain size limit three)
about 15% better than those posted by the DPD allocation. This becomes even more
imminent when NDD numbers are raised from 0.704% to 5.263% of the population of ca-
daveric and altruistic donors as depicted in the lower set of figures. These graphs clearly
support the results from the numerical analysis. Testing had revealed that the proba-
bility was more than 89%66 that NEAD is indifferent between medium and no reneging
when complexity is low, chain length unlimited, and NDD numbers high. Limiting chain
size to three does significantly lower the resulting performance (p = 0.002). The 95%
confidence interval ranges from [−0.013,−0.003], though. Hence, the exerted effects are
almost neglectable. When increasing BDR, CSLs do hamper NEAD in its efficiency.
However, these effects are considerably lower than in the low NDD numbers scenario.
With the minimal lower confidence interval boundary at -0.05 when comparing means
at high to medium to no reneging67 for NEAD∞ and NEAD6, and lower boundaries not
smaller than -0.154 for a comparison of infinite chains to those limited at length three68,
it is fair to say that BDR has in fact a small effect on NEAD when complexity is low,
delay off, and donor numbers are high. Next, it will be of interest how these results
change when chain mechanisms are introduced into a running system, i.e. when delay is
switched on.

66
p = 0.8944

6795% - Confidence Interval [−0.04967017,−0.03138196]
6895% - Confidence Interval [−0.1539172,−0.1260192]
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8.3. Low Complexity, Delay On

Again, a first impression is gained from the graphical development of the waitlists. As
can be seen in the figures, the chain mechanisms have an instant effect on the queue when
they are introduced. The point in time from which on chain allocations were allowed is
marked by the grad, vertical line.

Figure 9: Queue Development IV
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Comparison of Queues over Time with Options: Low Complexity, Delay On, BDR Off

Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 0%

While NEAD and DPD both significantly shorten the queue, NEAD appears to be
less sensitive to CSLs even at low donor numbers than DPD. With higher BDR, NEAD
apparently still produces shorter queues than the corresponding DPD regime.

Figure 10: Queue Development V
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Notes: Avg. Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 12.5%.
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Figure 11: Queue Development V
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 25%.

Overall, the first impressions gained from the graphical representations confirm the
expectation the first set of analyses has elicited. Both chain allocation mechanisms have
an instant effect on the situation of the waitlist and the impact on a running system is
very strong in this low complexity setting. It has to be noted that delay does reduce the
amount of time both mechanisms have to work by half in the setup of these simulations.
The effect on the numerical results is shown by the same set of analyses used before.

Table 12: NEAD vs DPD II

NEAD
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) 0.217 0.033 -0.171 0.153 -0.159 -0.286 0.075 -0.294 -0.419

∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) 0.416 0.301 0.147 0.383 0.153 0.061 0.325 0.056 -0.033
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.441 0.325 0.208 0.413 0.192 0.111 0.359 0.101 0.02

L
D
N

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ .

(∞) 0.078 0.024 -0.067 0.107 -0.011 -0.124 0.056 -0.021 -0.226
∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

D
P
D

(6) 0.315 0.277 0.209 0.326 0.27 0.163 0.3 0.236 0.088
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.442 0.413 0.354 0.453 0.389 0.332 0.426 0.383 0.261

H
D
N

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD(columns) is tested against DPD(rows) for high and low NDD numbers, e.g.
NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against DPD with chain limit three. (†) indicates that
NEAD’s results are not normally distributed. (††) the same for DPD and (†††) says that
both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test instead of a t test was used. Settings: Low Complexity, Delay On.
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As to be expected from the factor analysis in the beginning of the section, NEAD
suffers from the shorter active time frame more than DPD. DPD wins more comparisons
but has still longer queues on average when compared to NEAD allocations in the same
settings. For the first time, though, NEAD and DPD produce equal results in a com-
parison of equal settings. NEAD allocation results at high reneging, CSL three, and low
donor numbers are barely at the 10% level significantly different from the corresponding
DPD matching. Since NEAD matching in that setup leads to a queue that is about 2%
shorter than the queue of the DPD allocation, it is fair to say that the results are in fact
not reasonably distinguishable. Moreover, since the arrival of live donors is uniformly
distributed, there are only half of the NDDs in the respective setting, i.e. 10.5 in the
low donor numbers scenario and 78.5 in the high donor numbers situation. Basically,
the delay option does not only allow the simulation to build up a pool of incompati-
ble pairs to simulate the current Eurotransplant situation but also cuts the time both
mechanisms work in half. As seen in the factor analysis, when controlling for delay, i.e.
time, both mechanisms become more sensitive to changes in donor numbers. Since donor
numbers are also reduced by 50%, the effect on the chain allocations is even stronger. Re-
garding that, the results of NEAD and DPD compared to the Eurotransplant allocation,
as reported in Table 13, can fairly be called robust in this low complexity setting, overall.

Table 13: DPD and NEAD vs ET performance results II

Low Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.448 <0.01 0.298 <0.01 0.328 <0.01 0.04 0.01 0.217 <0.01 0.016 >0.1

Avg. WT. 0.535 <0.01 0.359 <0.01 0.412 <0.01 0.049 <0.01 0.284 <0.01 0.019 >0.1

Med Avg. Q. 0.423 <0.01 0.302 <0.01 0.227 <0.01 0.039 0.02 0.114 <0.01 0.016 >0.1

Avg. WT. 0.504 <0.01 0.363 <0.01 0.287 <0.01 0.048 <0.01 0.147 <0.01 0.019 >0.1

Hi Avg. Q. 0.371 <0.01 0.292 <0.01 0.125 <0.01 0.039 0.02 0.056 <0.01 0.015 >0.1

Avg. WT. 0.446 <0.01 0.356 <0.01 0.156 <0.01 0.048 <0.01 0.069 <0.01 0.018 >0.1

High Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.515 <0.01 0.453 <0.01 0.486 <0.01 0.288 <0.01 0.438 <0.01 0.118 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.605 <0.01 0.53 <0.01 0.576 <0.01 0.352 <0.01 0.527 <0.01 0.149 <0.01

Med Avg. Q. 0.522 <0.01 0.466 <0.01 0.476 <0.01 0.28 <0.01 0.409 <0.01 0.117 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.613 <0.01 0.546 <0.01 0.566 <0.01 0.344 <0.01 0.492 <0.01 0.148 <0.01

Hi Avg. Q. 0.508 <0.01 0.459 <0.01 0.451 <0.01 0.288 <0.01 0.344 <0.01 0.121 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.598 <0.01 0.538 <0.01 0.538 <0.01 0.353 <0.01 0.412 <0.01 0.153 <0.01

Notes: BD Reneging values No : Off; Med : Medium; Hi : High; in rows. Chain length
limitations ∞, 6, 3 in columns, further sorted by NEAD and DPD results. Avg. Q.: Length
of average queue during the course of the simulation. Avg. WT.: Average waiting time for
transplanted patients. Options: Complexity Low, Delay On. Posted numbers refer to the
factor by which the corresponding mechanism was faster or shorter than the currently em-
ployed system. p values are reported after results in smaller font size for two samplet tests
of the respective distribution against that of the corresponding Eurotransplant simulation.
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Table 13 reports the comparison results. NEAD continues to be the overall mecha-
nism with the shortest queues and waiting times on average. In the unrestricted case,
DPD closes the gap in part due to the previously observed higher sensitivity of NEAD
towards alterations of the work effective time frame. When chain limits are imposed,
though, the performance of the DPD matching drops sharply. For the low donor case a
limitation at length three even leads to the DPD results not being significantly different
from the algorithm without NDD matching. These findings become also apparent in the
graphical representation of results:

Figure 12: Adverse Effects of Bridge Donor Reneging III
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Notes: Performance refers to percentage by which the respective allocation’s average queue length is
shorter than that of the allocation it is contrasted with. Settings: Low Complexity, High (upper three

figures) and Low (lower three) NDD numbers, Delay Off.

When imposing chain restrictions, DPD matching is significantly less efficient than
NEAD chain allocation. Especially Figure 13 which was rendered for low donor num-
bers confirms that finding. In this setting, a chain limit of three matches decreases the
reducing effect of DPD on the waitlist close to zero. Table 13 had shown that this DPD
matching is not significantly different from the Eurotransplant algorithm which leads to
the conclusion that it, in fact, is reduced to zero in its effect. NEAD has also seen sharp
losses with respect to queue reducing power but still significantly improves the waitlist
situation in each scenario.
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Concluding, simulation results for low complexity do not actually carry over easily to
the papers of Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3] and Gentry et al. (2009) [19] since both did not
analyze the effects of chains on a basic framework. The results gained from this analysis
give an impression of the potential of the actual mechanisms behind the designs. It
becomes clear that DPD suffers more from CSLs and low NDD numbers than NEAD.
NEAD’s advantage being that it frees itself up to a certain degree from the number of
NDDs. The first NDD is more or less used to ignite the process while bridge donors
carry a large portion of the positive effects. Their importance for the mechanism is also
NEAD’s achilles heel since high BDR rates correspond to a lower impact. Moreover, the
analysis shows that limiting the chain length to three decreases NEAD’s performance
significantly. Imposing a limit at a length of six, effects are also decreased but less
drastically. Comparing results between low and high NDD estimates69, both limitations
on chain length as well as increasing reneging rates become less of a factor. In direct
comparison to DPD, NEAD can show for shorter queues and waiting times across all
settings, except for one case when the delay setup was used. In a high reneging, low
donor, and chain limit three scenario, NEAD’s results are only at the 10% level different
from the corresponding DPD matching. Delay overall showed that there is an instant
impact in an operating matching program that adds NEAD or DPD matchings to their
algorithm.

All in all, the robustness of the NEAD mechanism’s results is striking. It outperforms
both standard allocation algorithm and DPD in all settings but the most extreme case
where it is at least equal in performance. Only very high bridge donor reneging rates
coupled with low altruistic donation and strict CSLs seem to adversely affect NEAD.
However, these high rates are far beyond what in a few instances has have been em-
pirically observed. For further analysis, complexity is raised to observe how both chain
allocations perform in a situation closer to reality.

69Changing NDD numbers from 21 to 157 corresponds to an increase from 0.7% to 5.3% live donations
of all arriving kidneys.
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8.4. High Complexity, Delay Off

The complexity option includes several features that were modeled after the currently
employed ETKAS.70 Among them, the possibility of rejection is introduced, which allows
patients to decline an offered organ for various reasons. The first two figures capture the
effects chain mechanisms have in a setting without any bridge donor reneging.

Figure 13: Queue Development VII
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Comparison of Queues over Time with Options: High Complexity, Delay Off, BDR Off

Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 0%.

While high complexity seems to have only mildly adverse effects on NEAD allocation,
DPD is severely reduced in its performance. Especially when altruistic donor numbers
are low, the difference in resulting average queue lengths between the two chain match-
ings is striking. The following four figures give a first impression as to how sensitive
NEAD reacts in this setting towards increased bridge donor reneging rates.

It becomes apparent, that NEAD is far more sensitive to increased reneging than
in the low complexity setting. Especially, when comparing these sets of graphs with
the previous sets from the low complexity setup, NEAD reacts considerably stronger to
the raised complexity than DPD.The stark difference between low and high complexity
especially for the unlimited chain length setting could be due to a distinctly different dis-
tribution of incompatible patient-donor pairs, which in turn limits NEAD in its efficiency.

70See Section 7 for a full description of added features.
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Figure 14: Queue Development VIII
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 12.5%
(upper two figures) and 25% (lower two).

The high complexity setting with its various options could have easily changed the
overall composition of blood types in the incompatible patient-donor pair pool. This
hypothesis can, however, not be answered by this analysis and is the subject of a whole
new set of analyses and therefore omitted. The blood type distribution of transplanted
patients, however, will be discussed at the end of this section together with additional
results.
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Table 14: NEAD vs DPD III

NEAD
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) 0.619 0.591 0.484 0.331 0.305 0.15 0.168 0.086 0.003

∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ††

(6) 0.627 0.612 0.501 0.356 0.332 0.182 0.198 0.122 0.039
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗

(3) 0.64 0.617 0.525 0.376 0.353 0.204 0.224 0.149 0.068

L
D
N

∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††

(∞) 0.639 0.626 0.61 0.578 0.543 0.454 0.411 0.395 0.148
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗

D
P
D

(6) 0.687 0.677 0.662 0.622 0.614 0.525 0.49 0.473 0.257
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗

(3) 0.752 0.743 0.732 0.702 0.687 0.63 0.591 0.583 0.414

H
D
N

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD(columns) is tested against DPD(rows) for high and low NDD numbers, e.g.
NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against DPD with chain limit three. (†) indicates that
NEAD’s results are not normally distributed. (††) the same for DPD and (†††) says that
both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test instead of a t test was used. Settings: High Complexity, Delay Off.

Following the makeup of the previous analyses, Table 14 reports the factors by which
the resulting average queue of a NEAD matching differs from a DPD allocation. Com-
parisons for same settings are done on the diagonal from top left to bottom right in
each three by three box. In the upper half, DPD and NEAD are compared in a low
NDD numbers setting and in the lower half for the high setting. For all combinations of
settings, NEAD boasts better numbers than DPD, except one. For the high BDR, low
NDD numbers, and CSL three setting, NEAD performs not significantly different than
a DPD allocation with unlimited chain length. All other comparisons confirm that dis-
tributions of corresponding NEAD and DPD queues differ significantly. One result that
turns around compared with the low complexity setting is the impact of low donor num-
bers. Previously, DPD was mostly affected by lowering the number of altruistic donors.
Factors were smaller in the high NDDs than in the lower case, i.e. NEAD’s lead over the
DPD allocation was reduced when NDD numbers were increased. In a complex scenario,
NEAD even gains on DPD when NDD numbers are increased in most settings.71 That
shows that DPD is more sensitive to the complexities observed in an actual waiting list
than NEAD which implies that the latter is the more robust mechanism. In Table 15
NEAD and DPD are compared to the Eurotransplant non-chain algorithm for the high
complexity setting.

71NEAD’s increase is significant at the 1% level, corresponding tables are reported in the appendix:
Tables 27-30.
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Table 15: DPD and NEAD vs ET performance results III

Low Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.655 <0.01 0.098 <0.01 0.639 <0.01 0.072 <0.01 0.539 <0.01 0.036 0.02

Avg. WT. 0.717 <0.01 0.108 <0.01 0.7 <0.01 0.08 <0.01 0.587 <0.01 0.042 0.02

Med Avg. Q. 0.415 <0.01 0.094 <0.01 0.391 <0.01 0.07 <0.01 0.251 <0.01 0.036 0.01

Avg. WT. 0.444 <0.01 0.104 <0.01 0.419 <0.01 0.078 <0.01 0.272 <0.01 0.04 0.01

Hi Avg. Q. 0.259 <0.01 0.102 <0.01 0.207 <0.01 0.068 <0.01 0.124 <0.01 0.036 0.02

Avg. WT. 0.281 <0.01 0.112 <0.01 0.224 <0.01 0.074 <0.01 0.137 <0.01 0.041 0.01

High Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.811 <0.01 0.478 <0.01 0.809 <0.01 0.399 <0.01 0.798 <0.01 0.239 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.881 <0.01 0.51 <0.01 0.88 <0.01 0.428 <0.01 0.869 <0.01 0.265 <0.01

Med Avg. Q. 0.776 <0.01 0.466 <0.01 0.768 <0.01 0.398 <0.01 0.718 <0.01 0.241 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.844 <0.01 0.499 <0.01 0.835 <0.01 0.426 <0.01 0.781 <0.01 0.266 <0.01

Hi Avg. Q. 0.694 <0.01 0.464 <0.01 0.674 <0.01 0.409 <0.01 0.553 <0.01 0.241 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.75 <0.01 0.495 <0.01 0.73 <0.01 0.44 <0.01 0.592 <0.01 0.267 <0.01

Notes: BD Reneging values No : Off; Med : Medium; Hi : High; in rows. Chain length
limitations ∞, 6, 3 in columns, further sorted by NEAD and DPD results. Avg. Q.:
Length of average queue during the course of the simulation. Avg. WT.: Average waiting
time for patients who were transplanted. Options: Complexity High, Delay Off. Posted
numbers refer to the factor by which the corresponding mechanism was faster or shorter
than the currently employed system. p values are reported after results in smaller font
size for two sample t tests of the respective distribution against that of the corresponding
Eurotransplant simulation.

Irrespective of the raise in complexity, NEAD and DPD continue to have a measurably
significant impact. Even when settings are meant to put the two chain mechanisms un-
der the most pressure, both significantly reduce waiting time and length of the waitlist.
The numbers slightly correct the impression gained from the first graphical analysis.
NEAD continues to outperform DPD in this setting, too.

Table 24 (in the appendix) gives the results of a direct comparison between low and
high complexity NEAD chains for the low NDD case. On the diagonal from top left to
bottom right are the figures for comparisons of same setting results. For example, when
reneging is at the medium level and chains are limited to six matches, NEAD in the
low complexity setting produced on average 70.2% shorter queues. These nine direct
comparisons proof that NEAD in the low complexity setting does perform considerably
better. The only cases in which the two settings account for a similar distribution of
queue lengths is when the low complexity NEAD is under more restrictive constraints.
For example, when comparing the infinite CSL to the limit at length three for the no
reneging case. In that situation results are not statistically distinguishable. That implies
that a high complexity level is as constraining to the NEAD mechanism as lowering the
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chain limit from infinite to three.

When donor numbers are high (Table 23; appendix), the stark difference in results
is reduced somewhat but not completely. By comparing matching settings it becomes
clear that NEAD still suffers considerably from the introduction of organ rejection,
HLA, Panel Reactive Antibodies (PRA) matching, and so on. When taking all results
into account, NEAD in the low complexity scenario boasts queues which are shorter by
39.19%. When regarding only matching comparisons, i.e. results posted on the diago-
nal, the queue length for the low complexity NEAD matching is 33.73% shorter. In the
low donor case, NEAD has 67.24% shorter queues in direct comparison and taking all
possible combinations into account, queue numbers are on average 88.15% lower.

Table 16: High vs low complexity: Comparison of performance I

g

NEAD DPD

(∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)

Low NDD No BDR -0.769 -0.626 -0.448 DPD -1.083

Med BDR -1.493 -0.702 -0.359 -0.562

Hi BDR -1.231 -0.298 -0.125 -0.172

High NDD No BDR -0.097 -0.101 -0.136 DPD -0.804

Med BDR -0.317 -0.282 -0.39 -0.114

Hi BDR -0.72 -0.52 -0.474 -0.031�

Notes: Comparison of performance in terms of average queue length between high and low
complexity. High complexity in columns. Numbers report by what factor an allocation
is shorter than in the low complexity setting. A negative factor then implies that it is,
in fact, longer. E.g. DPD in setting CSL∞ and high NDD numbers saw the length of
its average queue increase by 80.4%.’�’ marks the only not significant number from two
sample t testing with H0 : ”No difference in means”. All others significant with p � 0.01.
Options: Delay Off.

Table 16 compares the effects the increase from low to high complexity had for both
chain mechanisms. The table is set up to only use comparisons for matching scenarios.
The upper row shows how NEAD and DPD changed in a low NDD scenario and the
lower row how they did in the high NDD numbers case. Both mechanisms saw less
losses when there were many altruistic donors. Only NEAD saw higher losses in the
high reneging, CSL3,high donor scenario. Overall, NEAD has become more sensitive
to changes in the settings which leads to higher reductions of performance compared to
DPD in many scenarios. However, neither mechanism deals consistently better with the
high complexity than the other. Overall, complexity has a clear adverse effect for chain
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allocations. Taking previous results into account, NEAD still performs significantly bet-
ter even though its queue reducing power is less substantial.

Figure 15: Adverse Effects of Bridge Donor Reneging III
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Notes: Performance refers to percentage by which the respective allocation’s average queue length is
shorter than that of the allocation it is contrasted with. Settings: High Complexity, High NDD

numbers (upper three figures) and Low NDD numbers (lower three figures), Delay Off.

The upper three figures make the results visible for the high donor case while the
lower figures were created from the low donor results. Similarly to the low complexity
scenario, NEAD is less sensitive to bridge donor reneging, variations in donor numbers,
and stricter chain limits than DPD to the latter two. However, the difference in perfor-
mance is significantly lower (at the 1% level).

All in all, introducing additional features to the simulation to approximate reality
more closely has affected NEAD more adversely than DPD and made it more sensitive
to changes in the setup. Nevertheless, NEAD still produces the better results in terms of
queue length and waiting time compared to DPD. In the next step of analysis, the chain
mechanisms are introduced into an operating allocation mechanism to analyze whether
the impressive impact in the low complexity setting carries over.
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8.5. High Complexity, Delay On

Finally, the last case is presented which is modeled after the current Eurotransplant
situation in which there is no centralized chain matching mechanism. While this analysis
is too limited to make accurate predictions, a good impression is gained as to what
happens, if a full scale chain mechanism is introduced. The gray, vertical line marks the
point when NEAD and DPD were activated.

Figure 16: Queue Development IX
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 12.5%
(lower two figures) and 0% (upper two).
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The first set of figures show a similar impact on the queue as in the low complexity
scenario. However, in the low donor situation both allocation policies in all variations
seem to perform visibly worse than in the previous setting. When increasing BDR, the
effect especially on the NEAD matchings in low donor settings becomes apparent. While
the decline in performance is also obvious in the high donor case, it is clearly less strongly
affected than in the scenario with less altruistic donors. From these first impressions, it
seems as if the combination of high complexity, low donors, and less time to perform,
made the NEAD allocation decisively more sensitive to changes in the renege rate.

Figure 17: Queue Development X
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Notes: Average Queue Length over 52 weeks for NEAD, DPD, and ET allocations. BDR set to 25%.

Table 17 compares DPD to NEAD results and gives the factors by which NEAD is
shorter than DPD in its average queues. The diagonal paths in each three by three box
describe the results when NEAD and DPD are confronted with the same settings. In the
high donor scenario, NEAD’s average queue lengths are at least 10% shorter than those
of DPD policies for each comparison of same settings. In the low donor case, NEAD
loses its edge in performance faster with increasing reneging rates. The chain length
three, high reneging NEAD policy shows results that are only at the 10% level different
from DPD allocation in the same setting. In the setting without delay, it was shown
that NEAD lost some of its lead when complexity was high and donor numbers reduced.
This effect is even increased in this scenario. DPD which was found to be very sensitive
to decreases in altruistic donation gains on NEAD in the high complexity setting when
less NDDsare available. Therefore, it is proven that NEAD becomes more sensitive to
changes in NDD numbers than DPD when complexity is high.
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Table 17: NEAD vs DPD IV

NEAD
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) 0.183 0.169 0.12 0.124 0.111 0.029 0.06 0.052 0.017

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) 0.174 0.184 0.119 0.125 0.112 0.029 0.061 0.048 0.013
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ .

(3) 0.179 0.175 0.135 0.129 0.117 0.034 0.063 0.055 0.018

L
D
N

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ .

(∞) 0.256 0.224 0.201 0.202 0.22 0.133 0.161 0.122 0.022
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗

D
P
D

(6) 0.26 0.224 0.194 0.184 0.232 0.136 0.166 0.122 0.023
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗

(3) 0.333 0.304 0.277 0.265 0.299 0.24 0.252 0.216 0.126

H
D
N

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD(columns) is tested against DPD(rows) for high and low NDD numbers, e.g.
NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against DPD with chain limit three. (†) indicates that
NEAD’s results are not normally distributed. (††) the same for DPD and (†††) says that
both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test instead of a t test was used. Settings: High Complexity, Delay On.

Table 17 adds the finding that with increased complexity and delay, NEAD starts to
react more sensitive to increases in bridge donor reneging in the low donor case. The
previously explained fact that in the delayed setting only half of the available NDDs are
actually used for chains in combination with the increased reneging makes each NDD
and each bridge donor more valuable to the functioning of the mechanism. However,
while DPD policy in the low donor setting with chain limits of six or three is not signifi-
cantly different from the basic algorithm anymore, NEAD still has the ability to shorten
the queue significantly. This implies that for the first time in the simulation, a chain
mechanism does not have any effect on the length of the queue. DPD has no statistically
measurable effect on the waiting list unless it is allowed to match infinitely long chains.
This adds to the proof that NEAD is by far more robust and reliable in its performance.

In the high donor scenario, NEAD is only marginally affected by increased chain lim-
its. In the no reneging setting, a chain restriction at length three reduces the score by
which NEAD’s queue is shorter than that of the standard algorithm by only 0.047 points
compared to the unrestricted case. Even when increasing bridge donor reneging to 25%
per instance, the difference in average queue length does not lower NEAD’s numbers by
more than 0.087 points.
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Table 18: DPD and NEAD vs ET performance results IV

Low Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.207 <0.01 0.03 0.03 0.202 <0.01 0.024 >0.1 0.144 <0.01 0.011 >0.1

Avg. WT. 0.22 <0.01 0.035 0.02 0.217 <0.01 0.028 >0.1 0.153 <0.01 0.013 >0.1

Med Avg. Q. 0.14 <0.01 0.034 0.02 0.129 <0.01 0.026 >0.1 0.07 <0.01 0.012 >0.1

Avg. WT. 0.152 <0.01 0.039 0.02 0.143 <0.01 0.029 0.1 0.077 <0.01 0.013 >0.1

Hi Avg. Q. 0.081 <0.01 0.033 0.04 0.07 <0.01 0.024 >0.1 0.042 0.01 0.013 >0.1

Avg. WT. 0.091 <0.01 0.037 0.03 0.078 <0.01 0.026 0.09 0.048 <0.01 0.015 >0.1

High Non Directed Donor Numbers

Chain Length Limit ∞ 6 3

NEAD DPD NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Avg. Q. 0.395 <0.01 0.208 <0.01 0.381 <0.01 0.165 <0.01 0.348 <0.01 0.091 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.435 <0.01 0.228 <0.01 0.419 <0.01 0.182 <0.01 0.379 <0.01 0.106 <0.01

Med Avg. Q. 0.362 <0.01 0.2 <0.01 0.364 <0.01 0.172 <0.01 0.307 <0.01 0.089 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.393 <0.01 0.221 <0.01 0.396 <0.01 0.191 <0.01 0.328 <0.01 0.104 <0.01

Hi Avg. Q. 0.317 <0.01 0.203 <0.01 0.298 <0.01 0.164 <0.01 0.23 <0.01 0.088 <0.01

Avg. WT. 0.345 <0.01 0.226 <0.01 0.322 <0.01 0.182 <0.01 0.247 <0.01 0.103 <0.01

Notes: BD Reneging values No : Off; Med : Medium; Hi : High; in rows. Chain length
limitations ∞, 6, 3 in columns, further sorted by NEAD and DPD results. Avg. Q.:
Length of average queue during the course of the simulation. Avg. WT.: Average waiting
time for patients who were transplanted. Options: Complexity High, Delay On. Posted
numbers refer to the factor by which the corresponding mechanism was faster or shorter
than the currently employed system. p values are reported after results in smaller font
size for two sample t tests of the respective distribution against that of the corresponding
Eurotransplant simulation.

When making a direct comparison to similar settings in the low complexity scenario,
both chain policies are reduced in their efficiency considerably. NEAD and DPD both
are less sensitive to increased complexity when CSL are rather restrictive. This implies
that increases in complexity take away lots of matching possibilities that were otherwise
explored in the unlimited settings. This is also in line with findings both by Ashlagi
et al. (2011) [3] and Gentry et al. (2009) [19] who reported that the average chain
was at about three in the scenarios they analyzed. Complete results for comparisons of
low to high complexity settings for NEAD can be found in the appendix in Tables 27 - 30.

Table 19 offers results for said comparison for matching settings for both DPD and
NEAD. Both mechanisms lose less performance when NDD numbers are high, except
for NEAD in the least restricted scenario. A tendency shows that DPD suffers less than
DPD. Only in the low NDD numbers case when CSL is infinite, NEAD has smaller rel-
ative losses. Compared to the no delay scenario this tendency seems to even out when
both mechanisms had more time to function.
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Table 19: High vs low complexity: Comparison of performance II

g

NEAD DPD

(∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)

Low NDD No BDR -0.302 -0.276 -0.209 DPD -0.5

Med BDR -0.436 -0.243 -0.224 -0.244

Hi BDR -0.415 -0.367 -0.271 -0.065

High NDD No BDR -0.559 -0.287 -0.138 DPD -0.447

Med BDR -0.56 -0.158 -0.138 -0.086

Hi BDR -0.521 -0.094 -0.031� -0.029�

Notes: � only not significant number. All other with p � 0.01Complexity Low, Delay On,
Change in Performance Measure: Queue Length for Last Patient!

The last set of figures gives a graphical representation of the main findings of this
section. High donor numbers again can compensate for many and strict constraints.
The effects of CSL, higher BDR, and especially low donor numbers are more destructive
to NEAD policies in a low donor scenario. However, NEAD still significantly reduces
the waiting lists. DPD on the other hand is even close to being neglectable in a low
NDD numbers setting. When compared to the currently used algorithm without chain
matching, there is no statistically significant difference in said scenario.

Figure 18: Adverse Effects of Bridge Donor Reneging IV
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Notes: Performance refers to percentage by which the respective allocation’s average queue length is
shorter than that of the allocation it is contrasted with. Settings: High Complexity, High NDD

numbers, Delay Off.
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Figure 19: Adverse Effects of Bridge Donor Reneging V
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Notes: Performance refers to percentage by which the respective allocation’s average queue length is
shorter than that of the allocation it is contrasted with. Settings: High Complexity, Low NDD

numbers, Delay Off.

Concluding, both high complexity and delay have the adverse effect on chain poli-
cies that were to be expected from the initial factor analysis. However, at least NEAD
continues to produce shorter queues and waiting times for patients in all settings, even
though results become more modest than in the more basic setups. The most striking
are the influences donor numbers have on NEAD’s performance which were far less of a
factor in low complexity settings.
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8.6. Additional Results

Before this section comes to an end and conclusions are drawn, some additional results
that were not in the focus of this analysis shall be reported. The analysis was almost
exclusively concerned with average queue length. While this is highly correlated with
both waiting time and number of transplants, other data was also collected that bears
some meaning for the participants in the kidney market.

First, the distribution of O patients among transplanted patients shall be investigated.
It was said before, that this distribution is of special interest since this group of patients
has the smallest pool of compatible donors. It was empirically observed that this fact
leads to relatively large concentrations of O patients in kidney exchange programs.72

These programs cannot compensate for this effect by size since they are mostly managed
by single medical centers or schools and therefore comparably small. To counter this
development, those programs among them that introduced chain matching forbid AB
donors to become bridge donors since they are only matchable to the smallest popu-
lation of all, namely patients also with blood type AB. This would very likely lead to
long waiting times for and perhaps subsequent reneging of the bridge donors and a fur-
ther increasing share of O patients in the pool of remaining patients. While the latter
mechanism, the removal of AB donors from the pool of admissible bridge donors, was
not implemented for the presented work, the resulting effects on the distribution of O
patients among transplant recipients shall be shown. Results are reported for the high
complexity setting since this is by assumption the most restrictive case and unbalanced
distributions should show the most in this setup.

Table 20: Frequency of O patients among transplanted patients

Low Donor Numbers High Donor Numbers ET Base
NEAD DPD NEAD DPD

No Med High No Med High
(∞) 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.45 0.516
(6) 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.49 ” ”
(3) 0.51 0.47 0.46 0.45� 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.47 ” ”

Notes: Relative frequency of blood type O among all transplanted patients. Base refers
to the distribution of blood type O among the whole waitlist. Options: High Complexity,
Delay Off. ’�’ only not significant number (p � 0.1) when testing against associated
Eurotransplant distribution. All others with p � 0.01

While Eurotransplant fails without its exact blood type matching procedure to ade-
quately reproduce the base distribution, NEAD is fairly stable as long as donor number
are high and reneging not too high. Noticeably, NEAD’s resulting blood type distri-
bution is more balanced than that of DPD while the previous analyses showed that
NEAD is almost always more effectively matching. All NEAD policies in all settings
do result in more O patients being among the transplanted by percentage than in the
DPD or current Eurotransplant allocation. Regarding the discussed finding that NEAD

72E.g. Montgomery et al. (2006) [31]
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matches more patients to transplants, the absolute value of O patients is even higher
than the differences in percentages suggest. One has to take these results with care,
though. NEAD matched in most settings the majority of all patients. Therefore, the
resulting ABO distribution might be due to the fact that NEAD simply used all avail-
able patients which in turn recreates the base distribution. This can unfortunately not
be disproven. However, NEAD does match more blood type O patients in the most
restrictive scenarios, too, in which far less patients are transplanted. Moreover, it might
not be a sound counterargument to assume that NEAD posts more balanced blood type
distributions because it is so efficient. Following is a graphical representation of Table 20.

Figure 20: Distribution of Blood Type O Among Transplanted Patients
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Notes: Distribution of blood type O patients among transplant recipients. The red line indicates their
share in the base distribution from which the queue is formed. The top three figures were calculated

for the low donor scenario whereas the lower three were done for the high donor case.

Another important feature of the resulting distribution of transplanted patients is the
percentage of live donations among the performed transplantations. Graft survival of
kidneys from live donors has been reported to be significantly better compared with
cadaveric organ donations, as described earlier.73 While sheer number of possible trans-
plants is one important argument favoring NEAD, the percentage of transplants that
involved a kidney donated from a live donor give an impression of the quality advantage

73Cf. Section 4.2.
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NEAD offers.

Table 21 Frequency of live donations among all transplantations

Low Donor Numbers High Donor Numbers
NEAD DPD ET NEAD DPD ET

No Med High No Med High
(∞) 0.29 0.14 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.39 0.34 0.24 0.04 0.05
(6) 0.28 0.13 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.38 0.33 0.22 0.04 0.05
(3) 0.24 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.38 0.29 0.17 0.05 0.05

Notes: Frequency of live donations among all transplantations. Numbers calculated as
average values for low and high complexity with delay on and off. No, Med, Hi, refer to
No, Medium, and High BDR. (∞), (6), and (3) refer to CSL∞, CSL6, and CSL3. All
distributions were significantly different from the corresponding Eurotransplant result at
the 1% level.

While the bridge donor concept that drives NEAD allocation has shown profound
results regarding total transplant numbers, it is also well performing regarding quality
of transplants. A minimum of 3% in a low donor, high reneging, three patient matching
limit scenario, and a maximum of 39% live transplants when all restrictions are lifted
are striking. DPD in comparison has about one percent of all transplanted patients
profiting from live donation in the low donor setting and about 4-5% in the high donor
case. The partly better numbers of Eurotransplant are understandable when recognizing
that Eurotransplant matches decisively less patients to organs overall which gives extra
weight to each live donor in comparison to the more effective DPD allocation.

Another interesting statistic regarding NEAD concerns bridge donors and their behav-
ior when waiting for a new match. In the two most restrictive settings, i.e. CSL at three
matches and high reneging, 16.82 bridge donors reneged on average in the low donor
scenario which corresponds to 49% of all activated bridge donors. For the high donor
case, 103.44 or 51% reneged. Of all activated associated donors in these two settings,
about 29.5% had to wait for either a new suitable pair to arrive or until they decided to
renege. The average waiting time for bridge donors that waited is at 1.05 (low donors)
and 1.12 (high donors) time units which corresponds for the simulation to 7.3 (low NDD
numbers case) or about 8 days (high NDD numbers situation). These numbers are heav-
ily relying on the high reneging rates. When reneging is switched off, bridge donors wait
on average for 1.44 time units which corresponds to 10 days in the low NDD number
setting and for 3.74 time units or 3 weeks and 5 days in a high donor scenario. These
waiting time are clearly shorter than what has been empirically observed. This may be
mostly due to the fact that this simulation made use of the whole Eurotransplant system
and did not focus on small scale approaches which are perhaps closer to what is possible
in the short term. However, the simulation showed the potential effects a consideration
of economic models for chain allocation would have.

Also noteworthy is the effect the introduction of willful rejection of organs had. Again
for the most restrictive scenarios, each patient that got transplanted for all three al-
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location policies rejected on average 0.06 kidneys which is a low number but fits the
empirically observed behavior. This result stands for both low and high donor numbers
cases and high to medium to no reneging. On average, 99% of patients who rejected a
kidney at one point were transplanted later in the process by NEAD in the high donor,
high reneging, short chain length scenario. In the same setting, DPD assigned 97.3% of
patients who declined a kidney an organ in the end and Eurotransplant 95.4% of these
patients. NEAD’s percentage results are significantly better than those of both DPD
and Eurotransplant at the 1% level. In the low donor setting with otherwise unchanged
restrictions, NEAD is reduced to 96.5% but still significantly better (at the 1% level)
than both DPD (95.8%) and Eurotransplant (95.4%). While this is a positive finding for
the NEAD algorithm, it has to be considered that NEAD also transplants significantly
more patients. The fact that almost all patients who rejected a kidney received one in
the end regardless might alter the patients’ behavior. Patients could become more prone
to reject a mediocre match, anticipating the high probability to receive another offer.
This learning effect has not been modeled since it has not been empirically observed or
studied. Furthermore the effect might be rather small since assuming that patients do
not like to gamble facing lethal illnesses appears to be a sound hypothesis.

One particular finding by Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3] could not be reproduced. The
authors argued in their paper that the number of highly sensitized patients among those
transplanted was significantly higher in NEAD regimes than in DPD matchings. In the
present work, simulation results show that for all three types of matching, average PRA
does not differ between the different allocation algorithms and is consistently at about
8% sensitization. Moreover, both NEAD and DPD failed to increase average number of
HLA matches between transplanted patients and their respective grafts. The assumed
reason for that is the fact that all three mechanisms made use of the Eurotransplant
score system. Therefore, patients are ranked across the same criteria whether the offered
organ stems from a cadaveric or live donor. It is highly questionable why different mech-
anisms that use the same base distribution of patients and the same balancing criteria
for ranking should produce differently distributed results, especially when differences in
numbers are small. Further analysis of this topic is not central to this paper’s approach,
though, and hence omitted. The fact, however, seemed noteworthy and is therefore re-
ported.

Finally, it has to be noted that some of the results are due to the omission of kidney
paired exchanges. In the literature, chains are always used in connection with kidney
paired donation. Kidney paired donation, however, leads to a considerable reduction of
the pool of available patient-donor pairs (which is intended). Since this work focussed
solely on chain allocation, it must be mentioned that results would be considerably milder
when a large part of patient-donor pairs was removed by cycle allocations. However, ten-
dencies would not change since number of pairs was reduced for both algorithms equally.

Concluding, NEAD does produce matchings that are more favorable for blood type
O patients. Moreover, waiting times in large scale models appear to be shorter than for
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the smaller clearinghouses the literature has reported on so far. Furthermore, the high
number of transplants realized by NEAD policies coupled with the comparably higher
probability to receive an organ regardless of a previous rejection might affect patients
behavior when offered a kidney.
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9. Conclusion

This work has presented a currently discussed approach to increase efficiency in the heav-
ily regulated market for kidney transplants without breaking its rules, i.e. introducing
money which is deemed repugnant, and applied it on the current European allocation
agency Eurotransplant and its algorithm.

Overall, the hypothesis presented in this thesis could be confirmed. The Nonsimulta-
neous Extended Altruistic Donor (NEAD) allocation mechanism was shown to be both
more efficient and robust in settings with varying complexity than the Domino Paired
Donation (DPD) chain matching. In a low complexity setting, NEAD proved to be less
sensitive to alterations in the setup than DPD. With increased complexity, NEAD be-
came more sensitive overall. Bridge Donor Reneging (BDR) had a less stark effect on
NEAD as reported by Gentry et al. (2009) [19]. Especially noteworthy is that NEAD
became more sensitive towards changes in the numbers of altruistic donors than DPD
when complexity was increased. Chain length limitations were shown to affect DPD
more adversely overall than NEAD which contradicts some of the results presented by
Ashlagi et al. (2011) [3]. However, all in all, results of Ashlagi et al. could be confirmed
for the large scale integrated model of the German waitlist. The low complexity settings
gave an impression how chain allocations generally perform and how that is affected by
the consecutive increase of complexity. Furthermore, the delayed integration of chain
matchings into the market showed the potential impact of those mechanisms on a al-
ready operating system. Taking all findings into account, chain allocations do have a
measurably positive effect on the kidney market and NEADis more efficient regarding
both quantity and quality of transplants.

The simulation was subject to several simplifications and assumptions, though. It
was not possible to work with the exact numbers since Eurotransplant was not able to
provide them in a timely fashion. Therefore, there is a possibility of a general distortion
in the data. Moreover, numbers of Non Directed Donors (NDDs) had to be projected
for Germany since there are legal obstacles preventing altruistic donation effectively
concealing the number of potential donors. Instead, two estimates were calculated and
compared during the analyses. Moreover, no valid German data on pairwise kidney
exchange for large scale markets was found. It was therefore estimated that about half
of all patients found a willing, yet incompatible donor. A rather harsh assumption is
the truthful participation of hospitals which was shown by Ashlagi and Roth (2011) [4]
not to be a dominant strategy for them. Most problematic is probably that no fitting
theoretic model could be found since the model proposed in the market design literature
assumes binary preferences which is only true for the American market. Zenios’ (1998)
[59] queueing theoretic model was build for an analysis of discrimination on the waiting
list and specifically not for chain mechanisms. Therefore a theoretic placement of this
work was not fully possible. However, market design is increasingly concerned with the
practical side of the market which is not always fully representable in a theoretic frame-
work.
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Further analyses are useful to determine effects of chain allocations that could not be
fully discussed in this work. Exact ABO matching and AB bridge donors are two con-
cepts that were not fully integrated to prevent the results from being further distorted.
However, it might be interesting to analyze chain mechanisms with this features espe-
cially when actually considering the implementation of such a mechanism. Additionally,
the effect of the higher matching rate for NEAD allocation might have an impact on
the behavior of patients. The hypothesis that highly increased chances for subsequent
transplantation might also increase the rate by which patient’s willingly decline offered
organs seems interesting enough for further research.

Finally, this work has added a small puzzle piece to the overall picture. NEAD has
been proven to be more effective in maximizing the effect of altruistic donation. A fur-
ther implementation requires theoretic and practical insights as to how to get hospitals
to fully cooperate, for example. In the future, market design will become more impor-
tant for economists as practical and relevant problems for such markets as the one for
kidneys need economists to solve them.
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A. Tables

The appendix contains additional tables that were omitted in the text to save space.
The simulation, simulation libraries and subroutines, as well as all calculated results can
be found on the data disc that is distributed with this thesis or may alternatively be
requested from the author via email: wullers@hsu-hh.de.

Table 22: HLA-ABDR Relative Frequencies

Allele Germany Eurotransplant Allele Germany Eurotransplant

A Alleles 40 0.07 0.07
0 0.01 0 41 0.01 0.01
1 0.16 0.16 42 < 0.01 < 0.01
2 0.3 0.29 46 < 0.01 < 0.01
3 0.15 0.16 47 < 0.01 < 0.01
9 0.11 0.12 48 < 0.01 < 0.01
10 0.07 0.05 53 < 0.01 < 0.01
11 0.05 0.05 59 < 0.01 < 0.01
19 0.11 0.12 67 < 0.01 < 0.01
28 0.04 0.04 70 < 0.01 < 0.01
36 < 0.01 < 0.01 73 < 0.01 < 0.01
43 < 0.01 < 0.01 78 0 < 0.01
80 0 < 0.01 81 0 < 0.01
203 0 < 0.01 82 0 < 0.01
210 0 < 0.01 83 0 < 0.01

703 0 < 0.01
B Alleles 2708 0 < 0.01

0 0.01 0
5 0.06 0.07 DR Alleles
7 0.14 0.13 0 0.01 0
8 0.11 0.11 1 0.11 0.11
12 0.13 0.13 3 0.11 0.11
13 0.04 0.03 4 0.13 0.14
14 0.02 0.02 7 0.13 0.12
15 0.08 0.09 8 0.03 0.03
16 0.04 0.04 9 0.01 0.01
17 0.04 0.04 10 0.01 0.01
18 0.05 0.05 11 0.12 0.12
21 0.02 0.02 12 0.02 0.02
22 0.02 0.02 13 0.12 0.13
27 0.04 0.04 14 0.03 0.03
35 0.1 0.1 15 0.16 0.14
37 0.01 0.02 16 0.01 0.02

Notes: Data for Germany according to Müller et al. (2003) [32] and for Eurotransplant
from the Eurotransplant Handbook Chapter 4 [13]. Numbers for Eurotransplant refer to
the whole Eurotransplant area, including Germany.
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Table 23: Distribution tests for NEAD in high vs low complexity settings I

High Complexity
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) -0.097 -0.137 -0.191 -0.322 -0.387 -0.671 -0.795 -0.855 -1.606

∗∗∗††† ∗∗∗††† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††

(6) -0.067 -0.101 -0.152 -0.279 -0.348 -0.621 -0.742 -0.798 -1.515
∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) -0.052 -0.083 -0.136 -0.261 -0.326 -0.598 -0.718 -0.777 -1.491

N
o
B
D
R

∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.094 -0.13 -0.183 -0.317 -0.382 -0.665 -0.791 -0.844 -1.584
∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) -0.017 -0.049 -0.1 -0.228 -0.282 -0.55 -0.663 -0.716 -1.402
!1 ∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.091 0.062 0.015 -0.1 -0.155 -0.39 -0.483 -0.541 -1.16

L
ow

C
om

p
le
x
it
y

M
ed

B
D
R

∗∗∗† ∗∗† . ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.053 -0.087 -0.138 -0.268 -0.327 -0.604 -0.72 -0.777 -1.49
∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) 0.1 0.072 0.025 -0.087 -0.136 -0.371 -0.473 -0.52 -1.124
∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.375 0.355 0.324 0.249 0.217 0.053 -0.022 -0.061 -0.474

H
i
B
D
R

∗∗∗† ∗∗∗† ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD’s performance in a high complexity setting is tested against itself in a low
complexity setting, e.g. NEAD with no Chain Size Limit (CSL) and no BDR against
NEAD with chain limit three and medium BDR. (†) indicates that NEAD’s results in the
high complexity setting are not normally distributed. (††) the same for NEAD in the low
complexity setting and (†††) says that both sets of results are not normally distributed. In
either case, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test instead of a t test was used. Settings: Delay Off,
NDD Numbers High.
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Table 24: Distribution tests for NEAD in high vs low complexity settings II

High Complexity
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) -0.769 -0.868 -1.364 -2.022 -2.118 -2.877 -2.779 -3.118 -3.527

∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††

(6) -0.538 -0.626 -1.066 -1.643 -1.75 -2.392 -2.295 -2.624 -2.963
∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††

(3) -0.08 -0.141 -0.448 -0.868 -0.931 -1.388 -1.316 -1.564 -1.796

N
o
B
D
R

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.425 -0.529 -0.917 -1.493 -1.564 -2.194 -2.109 -2.407 -2.717
∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗†† ∗∗∗††

(6) 0.046 -0.006 -0.274 -0.649 -0.702 -1.1 -1.047 -1.243 -1.444
∗∗∗ . ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.381 0.344 0.174 -0.066 -0.103 -0.359 -0.329 -0.446 -0.586

L
ow

C
om

p
le
x
it
y

M
ed

B
D
R

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ . ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.029 -0.09 -0.385 -0.79 -0.857 -1.276 -1.231 -1.442 -1.665
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) 0.447 0.419 0.256 0.046 0.021 -0.212 -0.192 -0.298 -0.425
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.561 0.537 0.417 0.247 0.224 0.038 0.065 -0.022 -0.125

H
i
B
D
R

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD’s performance in a high complexity setting is tested against itself in a low
complexity setting, e.g. NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against NEAD with chain limit
three and medium BDR. (†) indicates that NEAD’s results in the high complexity setting
are not normally distributed. (††) the same for NEAD in the low complexity setting
and (†††) says that both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test instead of a t test was used. Settings: Delay Off, NDD Numbers
Low.
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Table 25: Distribution tests for NEAD in high vs low complexity settings III

High Complexity
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) -0.302 -0.355 -0.411 -0.432 -0.371 -0.514 -0.46 -0.53 -0.704

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) -0.22 -0.276 -0.331 -0.345 -0.292 -0.421 -0.379 -0.441 -0.612
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) -0.114 -0.164 -0.209 -0.231 -0.177 -0.301 -0.261 -0.322 -0.461

N
o
B
D
R

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.307 -0.361 -0.412 -0.436 -0.376 -0.513 -0.475 -0.538 -0.711
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) -0.179 -0.234 -0.277 -0.295 -0.243 -0.372 -0.333 -0.392 -0.547
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) -0.056 -0.104 -0.139 -0.159 -0.111 -0.224 -0.191 -0.246 -0.388

L
ow

C
om

p
le
x
it
y

M
ed

B
D
R

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.255 -0.307 -0.355 -0.375 -0.324 -0.453 -0.415 -0.478 -0.645
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) -0.162 -0.208 -0.249 -0.271 -0.219 -0.343 -0.304 -0.367 -0.522
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.031 -0.007 -0.045 -0.064 -0.019 -0.123 -0.089 -0.143 -0.271

H
i
B
D
R

∗∗ . ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

Notes: NEAD’s performance in a high complexity setting is tested against itself in a low
complexity setting, e.g. NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against NEAD with chain limit
three and medium BDR. (†) indicates that NEAD’s results in the high complexity setting
are not normally distributed. (††) the same for NEAD in the low complexity setting
and (†††) says that both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test instead of a t test was used. Settings: Delay On, NDD Numbers
Low.
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Table 26: Distribution tests for NEAD in high vs low complexity settings IV

High Complexity
No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

H (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)
(∞) -0.559 -0.569 -0.668 -0.654 -0.677 -0.838 -0.783 -0.794 -0.864

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) -0.274 -0.287 -0.364 -0.353 -0.371 -0.506 -0.457 -0.468 -0.526
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) -0.066 -0.081 -0.138 -0.13 -0.152 -0.259 -0.216 -0.233 -0.272

N
o
B
D
R

. ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.467 -0.473 -0.568 -0.56 -0.59 -0.728 -0.672 -0.691 -0.76
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) -0.067 -0.077 -0.138 -0.136 -0.158 -0.257 -0.215 -0.232 -0.274
. . ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.034 0.029 -0.024 -0.022 -0.04 -0.138 -0.097 -0.108 -0.152

L
ow

C
om

p
le
x
it
y

M
ed

B
D
R

∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) -0.335 -0.347 -0.423 -0.425 -0.44 -0.573 -0.521 -0.534 -0.599
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) 0.051 0.044 -0.015 -0.009 -0.026 -0.125 -0.087 -0.094 -0.138
∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) 0.135 0.13 0.079 0.084 0.069 -0.02 0.012 0.007 -0.031

H
i
B
D
R

∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ .

Notes: NEAD’s performance in a high complexity setting is tested against itself in a low
complexity setting, e.g. NEAD with no CSL and no BDR against NEAD with chain limit
three and medium BDR. (†) indicates that NEAD’s results in the high complexity setting
are not normally distributed. (††) the same for NEAD in the low complexity setting
and (†††) says that both sets of results are not normally distributed. In either case, a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test instead of a t test was used. Settings: Delay On, NDD Numbers
Low.
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Table 27: NEAD: Same setting distribution tests I

No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

(∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)

(∞) - 11.49 55.58 19.1 75.07 153.44 8.84 4.24 45.63
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 44.08 7.61 63.58 141.95 20.33 7.25 34.14
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 36.47 19.5 97.86 64.41 51.33 9.95
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗

(∞) - 55.97 134.33 27.94 14.86 26.52
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 78.37 83.91 70.83 29.44
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 162.28 149.2 107.81
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) - 13.08 54.47
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 41.39
- ∗∗∗

(3) -
-

Notes: This table describes the mean deviation between two different CSL and BDR set-
tings in the same complexity and delay setup for NEAD allocations. Tested is the respec-
tive row distribution against the column distribution and whether the two distributions
are similar(Ho : Equal distributions). T tests are employed since Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests verified the normality assumption for the respective results. NDD Numbers Low,
Complexity Low, Delay Off.
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Table 28: NEAD: Same setting distribution tests II

No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

(∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)

(∞) - =2.2 =3.51 =0.31 =5.92 16.05 70.3 194.5 254.9
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 1.32 1.89 3.72 13.85 68.1 192.3 252.7
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 3.21 2.41 12.53 66.78 190.98 251.39
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) - 5.62 15.74 69.99 194.19 254.6
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 10.13 64.38 188.58 248.98
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 54.25 178.45 238.85
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) - 124.2 184.6
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 60.4
- ∗

(3) -
-

Notes: This table describes the mean deviation between two different CSL and BDR set-
tings in the same complexity and delay setup for NEAD allocations. Tested is the respec-
tive row distribution against the column distribution and whether the two distributions
are similar(Ho : Equal distributions). T tests are employed since Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests verified the normality assumption for the respective results. NDD Numbers High,
Complexity Low, Delay Off.
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Table 29: NEAD: Same setting distribution tests III

No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

(∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)

(∞) - 7.82 46.83 100.93 109.76 166.38 160.37 188.35 219.73
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 39.02 93.11 101.94 158.56 152.55 180.54 211.92
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 54.09 62.92 119.54 113.54 141.52 172.9
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) - 8.83 65.45 59.44 87.43 118.81
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 56.62 50.61 78.6 109.98
- ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 6.01 21.98 53.36
- .

(∞) - 27.99 59.37
- .

(6) - 31.38
-

(3) -
-

Notes: This table describes the mean deviation between two different CSL and BDR set-
tings in the same complexity and delay setup for NEAD allocations. Tested is the respec-
tive row distribution against the column distribution and whether the two distributions
are similar(Ho : Equal distributions). T tests are employed since Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests verified the normality assumption for the respective results. NDD Numbers Low,
Complexity High, Delay Off.
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Table 30: NEAD: Same setting distribution tests IV

No BDR Med BDR Hi BDR

(∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3) (∞) (6) (3)

(∞) - 2.4 =6.14 =15.52 =19.83 =39.7 =48.3 5=2.37 =10.04
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 3.75 13.12 17.44 37.31 45.9 49.98 7.65
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 9.38 13.69 33.56 42.15 46.23 3.9
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) - 4.31 24.18 32.78 36.85 5.48
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(6) - 19.87 28.46 32.54 9.79
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(3) - 8.59 12.67 29.66
- ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

(∞) - 4.07 38.25
- ∗∗∗

(6) - 42.33
- ∗∗∗

(3) -
-

Notes: This table describes the mean deviation between two different CSL and BDR set-
tings in the same complexity and delay setup for NEAD allocations. Tested is the respec-
tive row distribution against the column distribution and whether the two distributions
are similar(Ho : Equal distributions). T tests are employed since Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests verified the normality assumption for the respective results. NDD Numbers High,
Complexity High, Delay Off.
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